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THE MAIN RESULT of this paper is the determination, for any given finite group G not of prime 
power order, of exactly which smooth manifolds can be fixed point sets of smooth G-actions 
on disks or on euclidean spaces. General techniques for constructing smooth actions on 
disks with a fixed point set of a given homotopy type were deceloped in [13], and the 
procedure for constructing actions on euclidean spaces is similar (but simpler). What is new 
here is a way of constructing a G-vector bundle over a G-complex of given homotopy type 
which extends a given G-bundle over the fixed point set. Such a G-bundle can then be used 
to control the process of “thickening up” the G-complex to get a manifold with smooth 
G-action; and in particular to control the diffeomorphism type of the fixed point set. Here 
“G-complex” always means G-CW complex: a complex built up of orbits G/H x D" of cells 
(where G acts trivially on the disk D”). 
The main technical result for constructing G-bundles, for a finite group G not of prime 
power order, is given in Theorem 2.4. Let B(G) denote the set of subgroups of G of prime 
power order. Very roughly, given a finite G-complex X, a G-vector bundle q over 
X”” d&f 
u Htb(Gj X”, and P-vector bundles rp 1 X for all P E B(G), Theorem 2.4 gives 
conditions for being able to combine q and the lp (after stabilization) to get a G-bundle 
over a G-complex X’ of the same (nonequivariant) homotopy type as X, and with 
(x’)Mq = . XNq This result can then be combined with the equivariant hickening theorem 
of Edmonds and Lee [4] and Pawalowski [19] (see Theorem Al2 below) to construct 
manifolds with smooth G-action having given homotopy type and given tangential struc- 
ture on the fixed point sets. Note that this procedure does not (directly) apply to construct 
closed manifolds with G-action, but only open (noncompact) manifolds, or compact 
manifolds with boundary. 
Instead of trying to formulate a general (and very messy) theorem about the construc- 
tion of manifolds with smooth actions, we concentrate our applications here to the case of 
smooth actions on disks and euclidean spaces. The study of this problem goes back to Smith 
[24], who showed that the fixed point set of any continuous action of a p-group (for any 
prime p) on a finite dimensional Fr,,-acyclic space is itself IF,,-acyclic. A converse to Smith’s 
theorem was proven by Jones [lo], who showed among other things that any compact 
smooth stably complex lFp,-acyclic manifold can be the fixed point set of a smooth action of 
the group of order p on a disk. Thus, if G is any nontrivial p-group, then a compact smooth 
manifold can be the fixed point set of a smooth G-action on a disk if and only if it is stably 
complex and lFp-acyclic. A similar (but simpler) construction can be used to prove the 
corresponding result for smooth p-group actions on euclidean spaces. 
Later examples by various authors (cf. [2, Section 1.81) showed that when G does not 
have prime power order, then the situation is much iess rigid. For example, one can find 
a smooth action of any such G on some euclidean space with fixed point set having the 
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homotopy type of any given countable finite dimensional complex. However, the situation 
for actions on disks is more complicated. The main result in [13] says that there is an integer 
nG 3 0 with the property that a finite CW complex F is homotopy equivalent o the fixed 
point set of some smooth G-action on a disk if and only if x(F) = 1 (modnc). The results 
here now make it possible to determine xactly which manifolds can be fixed point sets of 
smooth actions on disks or on euclidean spaces; and also to describe (at least stably) the 
possibilities for the normal bundle of the fixed point set. These results are summarized in the 
following theorem: 
THEOREM 0.1. Let G be any Jinite group not of prime power order. Fix a smooth man$old 
F and a G-vector bundle n J F satisfying the following three conditions: 
(1) q is nonequivariantly a product bundle; 
2) for each prim&p 1 I G I an d each p-subgroup P E G, [n 1 P] is infinitely p-divisible in 
KO,(F),,, (where KO,(F) = KOr(F)/KOr(pt)); and 
(3) nG 1 z(F) (the tangent bundle of F). 
Then there is a smooth action of G on a contractible manifold M such that MC = F, and such 
thatz(M)IFrn@(VxF)f or some G-representation V with VG = 0. If aF = 8, then M can 
be chosen to be a euclidean space. Zf F is compact and x(F) = 1 (modn,), then M can be 
chosen to be a disk. 
Conditions (l)-(3) in Theorem 0.1 are also necessary: if G acts smoothly on any 
contractible manifold M, then they hold for the pa&(F,$ = (M’,z(M) I MC). Note, in 
particular, point (2): [q I P] is infinitely p-divisible in KO,(F) since VEis the restriction of 
a P-bundle over the ff,-acyclic manifold MP (hence the group ICOp is uniquely 
p-divisible). 
Theorem 0.1 still leaves it rather unclear as to exactly which manifolds can be the fixed 
point set of a G-action on a disk or euclidean space. In order to make this more precise, we 
first need some definitions. Let J& 2 J&+ 2 MC be the classes of finite groups for which 
there exist G-representations V and W which are complex, self-conjugate, or real, respec- 
tively, such that VI P g W I P for any P c G of prime power order, and such that 
dim( V ‘) = 1 and dim( W ‘) = 0. By Lemma 3.1 below, G E .Mc if and only if it contains an 
element not of prime power order, G JZ Jfc + if and only if it contains an element not of prime 
power order which is conjugate to its inverse, and GE &Zu if and only if it contains 
a subquotient which is dihedral of order 2n for some n not a prime power. (This condition 
for a group to be in AR was pointed out to me by Erkki Laitinen.) 
In the following theorem, for any abelian group A, we let qdiv(A) (the subgroup of 
“quasidivisible” elements) denote the intersection of all kernels of homomorphisms from 
A into free abelian groups. When A is finitely generated, this is just the torsion subgroup of 
A. Also, the standard induction and forgetful maps between the groups of real, complex, and 
quaternion vector bundles over a space X are denoted as follows: 
i%(X) ,++ R(X)d-- - KSP (-0 
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THEOREM 0.2. Let G be afinite group not of prime power order. Let %ix(G) be the class 
of smooth mantfolds F (without action) for which there is a G-bundle n 1 F satisfying conditions 
(l)-(3) in Theorem 0.1. Then a smooth manifold F is thejxed point set of a smooth action of 
G on a euclidean space ifand only ifF E %ix(G) and aF = 8; while F is thejixed point set of 
a smooth action of G on a disk if and only if F is compact, F E %ix(G), and x(F) E 1 (mod nc). 
Furthermore, %ix(G) is described as follows (where Syl,(G) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G): 
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FE 9&z(G) e SYMG) + G SYMG) Q G 
GEAR 64) (no restriction) - 
GE-‘+%,\& (B) c( [z(F)]) E c’(a(F)) + qdiv(K(F)) - 
CD) 
GE J&\J&A 63 [r(F)] E r(K(F)) + qdiv(a(F)) CWI E 4@‘)) 
(F is stably complex) 
0% [r(F)] E qdiv@(F)) (F) [z(F)] E r(qdiv(R(F))) 
This theorem extends results of Edmonds and Lee [4, Theorem A] and Pawalowski [19, 
Theorems 5.6 and 5.93. However, all of their constructions give fixed point sets with a stably 
complex tangent bundle, and the possibility of having other fixed point sets (when 
Syl,(G) Q G) is new. Note that if G# Jkl,, then all connected components of the fixed point 
set of a G-action on a disk or euclidean space must have the same dimension; while if 
G E J1l,\dR then the dimensions of the components can be different but must have the 
same parity (see [18, Theorem A]). In contrast, if G E AR, then the components of the fixed 
point set can have arbitrary dimensions. 
Examples of groups in the above classes include: (A) D(2n), (B) Q(4p”), (C) D(2p”) x Cqb, 
(D) C,, (E) D(2p”), (F) FZt >Q C,. where p” 12’ - 1. Here, in all cases, n denotes any integer not 
a prime power, p and 4 denote distinct odd primes; and C,, O(m), and Q(m) denote cyclic, 
dihedral, and quaternion groups of order m. 
The conditions on F in cases (B) and (C) above are very similar, and it is not 
immediately clear that they give distinct classes ~;z(G). To see that they do, set 
X = S5 u,,~ es: the complex obtained by attaching an 8-cell to Ss via the nontrivial element 
q2 E rc,(S’). We leave it as an exercise to check that E(X) % Z, and that the maps 
Z(X) + K(X) + s&X) - _ 
are isomorphisms.IJhus, if F is a compact manifold with the homotopy type of X such that 
[z(F)] generates KO(F), then FE Fiz(G) for G of type (B), but not for G of type (C). 
So far, we have only discussed the case of actions of finite groups. If G is a compact Lie 
group with identity component Go which acts smoothly on a contractible manifold M 
with fixed point set F, then one can show (using [9, Proposition 4.61 and the definition 
of F~z(-)) that FE Fiz(G/G,). More precisely, (+4)1 F)‘o is a G/Go-bundle 
which satisfies conditions (l)-(3) in Theorem 0.1. In particular, if G is connected and 
nonabelian, then F can be the fixed point set of a smooth action of G on a disk if and only if 
it is stably parallelizable (see [14, Theorems 3 and 51). This is, however, still far from 
answering the question of which manifolds can be fixed point sets, since in general more 
homotopy types can occur as fixed point sets of G-actions on disks than of G/Go-actions on 
disks. 
Since the numbers nG play such a key role in the above theorem, we summarize here 
their computation in [ 13, corollary to Theorem 51 and [ 15, Theorem 71. Let 3 ’ be the class 
of all finite groups G which contain a normal subgroup Pd G of prime power order such 
that G/P is cyclic. For each prime p, let BP denote the class of all finite groups G which 
contain a normal subgroup in 9i of p-power index. 
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THEOREM 0.3. Fix aJinite group G not of prime power order. For any prime p, p 1 nG ifand 
only if G E gp. Thus, no = 0 if and only if G E Y’, and no = 1 if and only if G# up gp. 
In general, no is equal to 0, 1, a product of distinct primes, or 4; and no = 4 if and only if 
(1) G lies in an extension 1 + C, + G + CZ. + 1, where C, is cyclic of odd order m and 
C2h is cyclic of order 2k, 
(2) G$%‘, but its subgroup of index 2 does lie in 9’, and 
(3) there is no unit u E (i&,,)* such that a(u) = -u, where [,,, is a primitive mth root of 
unity, and a E Gal(Qi,,,/Q) is induced by the conjugation action of a generator of G/C, g Czk. 
As another special case of Theorem 0.1, we note the following theorem about tangential 
representations at isolated fixed points. This generalizes results of Edmonds and Lee [4, 
Theorem B] and Pawalowski [20, Theorem 11: 
THEOREM 0.4. Let G be any group not of prime power order. Let V,, VI, . . . , V, be (real) 
G-representations such that Vo 1 I’ E VI 1 P z ... s V,,, 1 P for any P E G of prime power 
order, and such that VG = 0 for all i. Then there exists a G-representation W with WC = 0, 
and a smooth action of G on a euclidean space (or a disk if no I m) with exactly m + 1 jixed 
points x0, . . . , x,, such that the tangential representation at xi is 6 @ W. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, a space B,*O is constructed which has 
the following property (Proposition 1.3): for any finite G-complex X, [X, Bz OIG is (roughly) 
the inverse limit of the groups KO,(X),,,, taken over all p-subgroups P c G and all primes 
p 1 IG I. The problem of lifting maps X -+ Bz 0 to BoO is then handled in Section 2, and this 
leads to a general criterion (Theorem 2.4) for constructing G-bundles over G-complexes of 
given (nonequivariant) homotopy type and with given fixed point data. The proofs of 
Theorems 0.1 and 0.2, and some examples, are then given in Section 3. Finally, in an 
Appendix, some technical results are listed, most of which are well known but seem hard to 
find in the literature. The equivariant hickening theorem in the version of Pawalowski is 
also stated there (Theorem A12). 
The proof of these results - more precisely, the constructions in Section 1 - were to 
a great extent motivated by my joint work with Stefan Jackowski on vector bundles over 
classifying spaces of compact Lie groups [9]. The connections with [9] have largely 
disappeared while this work has evolved, but it probably would not have been possible 
without the discussions we had while writing that paper. 
1. AN APPROXIMATION TO THE CLASSIFYING SPACES FOR G-BUNDLES 
Throughout this section, G will be a fixed finite group. Let O(G) denote the orbit 
category of G: the category whose objects are the orbits G/H for all subgroups H c G, and 
where Mor,,,,(G/H, G/K) is the set of all G-maps G/H + G/K. For each prime p, 
LD,(G) E O(G) will denote the full subcategory whose objects are the orbits G/P for 
p-subgroups P c G. Also, Q,(G) denotes the full subcategory with one object G/l. 
For any full subcategory V z Co(G), we define 
E%? = hocolim, (G/H). 
G/HEW 
This can be regarded as the nerve of the category whose objects are the cosets aH for 
G/H E V, and where there is one morphism from aH to bK for each %-morphism 
G/H + G/K which sends aH to bK. (In particular, there is at most one morphism between 
any pair of objects.) From this definition, ES# is seen to be a G-complex all of whose orbit 
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types lie in 59. Also, E%ZSH is contractible for any G/H in %?, since it is the nerve of a category 
with initial object the coset eH. In particular, EQ (G) g EG. More generally, by equivariant 
obstruction theory, E%? is “universal” among G-complexes with orbits in V: for any such 
X there is a G-map X + EV which is unique up to G-homotopy. 
In the Appendix, BGO is defined to be the infinite mapping cylinder of maps 
B,O(O)+B,O(d)+ B,0(2d)+ . . . . where d = 1 GI, where B,O(n) is the base space of 
the universal n-dimensional G-bundle, and where the maps are stabilization by 
the regular representation RG. Bundle direct sum defines product maps 
BGO(n)xBcO(m)+B,O(n + m), andthesecombinetodefineaG-map BGOxBGO+BGO 
which makes BGO into a G-equivariant H-space. Alternatively, one can define BGO as the 
identity component of the loop space i2B(U,",, B,O(n)) (once the B,O(n) have been 
defined precisely enough to make their disjoint union into a topological monoid); and then 
the H-space structure on BGO is automatic. 
We will also have need for the p-localization BGOcpj of BGO, for any prime p ) 1 G(. One 
elementary way to define this is as the infinite mapping cylinder of the maps 
‘nl nz n3 4 BGO-BGO-BGO-BGO- . . . 
where B,OA BGO is multiplication by n (using the H-space structure), and where 
nl,n2,... is any sequence of positive integers prime to p such that each prime different 
from p divides infinitely many of the ni. Thus, for any finite G-complex X, 
[X,&,, X &%JG = KOG(X),,,. We regard BGO as a subcomplex of BGO,,, via inclusion 
into the first term of the cylinder. By construction, for each subgroup H E G, (BGOcp))H 
is the p-localization of (BGO)H (where the group of components has also been 
p-localized). Hence by equivariant obstruction theory, it is immediate that the 
equivariant H-space structure on BGO extends to an equivariant H-space structure on 
BG”,~P 
Definition 1.1. Define the G-space BFO to be the pullback in the diagram: 
BE0 * fl map(E~,(G)y BGO,,,) 
1 
PIIGI 
map(EU1(G), BGO) diag 
1 
l-j maP(E@,(G),Bc%d 
PIP 
where the right-hand vertical map is induced by restriction to EB1(G) (regarded as 
a subspace of E@,(G)). Let 
LGIBGOCBEO 
be the G-equivariant map induced by inclusions into constant maps in the above 
square. 
By the homotopy extension property for inclusions of simplicial complexes, the right- 
hand vertical map in the above square satisfies the equivariant homotopy lifting property. 
Thus, BE0 is also a homotopy pullback of that square. 
We want to study maps from finite G-complexes to BE 0. The following lemma, a special 
case of a theorem of [7], will be needed to handle the higher inverse limits which arise as 
obstructions. 
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LEMMA 1.2. For any finite G-complex X and any prime p 11 GI, 
limj (KOo(G/P x X),,,) = 0 for all j > 0. 
G,PE@) 
Proof A contravariant functor F: O,(G) + ~28 is called a Mackey functor if there is 
a covariant functor F.+ : Cop(G) + d& which takes the same values on objects, and such that 
any pullback square 
i G/Ki A G/HI 
i=l 
1 
a2 h 
G/H2 81 
1 
G/H 
induces a commutative square 
6 F(GIKi) - F*(al) F(G/H,) 
I 
04 
I 
F(L) 
F(G/Hz) F,o F(G/H). 
By a theorem of Jackowski and McClure [7, Proposition 5.143, for any Mackey functor 
F: 0,(G) + Zcp) -mod, limj (F) = 0 for all j > 0. 
Now let F be the contravariant functor F(G/P) = KO,(G/P x X),,,. Then any map 
f: G/P + G/P’ in O(G) induces a homomorphism F* : F(G/P) -+ F(G/P’): defined by sending 
a G-bundle <J(G/P xX) to the G-bundle t’J(G/P’x X) such that the fiber over any 
(a’, x) E G/P’ x X is &,-I~, (0.x) 5 . This makes F into a Mackey functor; and hence its higher 
limits over Lop(G) vanish by [7]. 0 
- 
It will be convenient, when X is a (finite) G-complex, to write KOo(X) = [X, BGOIG; i.e. 
the group of virtual G-bundles which have virtual dimension zero over all connected 
components of X. We are now ready to prove the following proposition, which describes 
how to construct maps from a finite G-complex X to B,*O. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. For anyjnite G-complex X, the square - 
[X, BEOIG- lim KWX)~,) 
(1) 
- 
KO(X)G ’ ,;, (Ko:XMo 
is a pullback square. Here, functoriality on the right is induced by the identification 
KOp (X) E KOo(G/P XX); and the right-hand vertical arrow is induced by restricting the 
limit to the subcategory O,(G) c O,(G) and identifying l&~,,, (-) with (-)G. 
Proof The basic idea of the proof is to regard mapo(X, BE 0) as the homotopy inverse 
limit, over an appropriate category, of the spaces mapp(X, Boo(,)) (for p-subgroups P c G) 
and map(X, Boo). We want to show that [X, B$ OIG is the inverse limit of the correspond- 
ing sets of components; and this follows upon showing that certain higher inverse limits 
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vanish. The argument given here is a more direct version of this idea; and is similar to the 
approach used by Wojtkowiak [26] to describe maps from a homotopy direct limit to 
a space. 
Square (1) above is equivalent o the diagram 
[X,B,*O]G Qx - S(X) - n lim [- xX,&Go,l]G 
1 
~iIGl,(c) 
1 
(2) 
lim [GxX,&G]‘- 
- 
fl lim [G x X,BGO,,,IG 
‘J,(G) PIIGI & 
where S(X) is defined to be the pullback. We must show that 0X is a bijection. In Step 1, 
certain cochain complexes D *(X, n) are defined, and their homology groups are shown to 
vanish. And in Step 2, the obstructions to constructing maps X -+ BE 0 (or to constructing 
a homotopy between two such maps) are 
Step 1: For any category Q? and any 
denote the cochain complex 
shown to be homology groups of the D *(X, n). 
contravariant functor F : 9 -+ ~$8, let C *(Q?; F) 
c*(@; F) = c 0 + n F(c) -+ n F(Q) + fl F(c,) + ... \ c co-c, co-c, -c2 / 
where the differentials are alternating sums of face maps. The homology groups of C*(%?; F) 
are the higher limits 1E (F) (cf. [16, Lemma 21). 
For each n > 1, Ff : 8(G) + de will denote the functor 
F,f(G/H) = COker[KOG(G/H x D”+’ xX) restr. - KOG(G/H X S” X X)] 
E E?Jp(X+)). 
Let D *(X, n) be the cochain complex defined via the short exact sequence 
0 -+ D*(X,n) + C*(Ol(G);Ft)O n C*(@,(G);Ff(-)o,J 
P~IGI 
-+ n C*V’dG);F,X(-)d + 0. 
(3) 
P~IGI 
For all j > 0, E i (G) F,f-)(pJ = 0 by Lemma 1.2 (applied to the G-complexes S” x X and 
X). Also, a functo; M : 0,(G) + d& is the same as a Z [G]-module, and &r z,(G) M E 
H*(G; M). Since Hj(G; M) rz npllGl Zfj(G; M,,,) for any Z[G]-module M, the long exact 
cohomology sequence for (3) reduces to an exact sequence 
O- H’(D(X,n))- %%(Z”(X+))‘@ n limo a,(Zn(X+))(Pj 
P~IGI ‘O,(G) 
(4) 
5 pEI (=(VX+)),,)G - H’(D(X,fi))- 0 
and Hj(D(X, n)) = 0 for all j 2 2. 
For any P c G, the composite 
z7@(X+))““““‘“‘- z&(Y(X+))restr. zz5(~“(X+)) 
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is the norm homomorphism for the action of P, and in particular sends any 
x E %(Z”(X+))G to 1 P1.x. Here, the transfer map sends a vector bundle over Z”(X+) to 
the direct sum of its translates under the action of P (considered as a P-bundle). Thus, if pm is 
the highest power of p dividing [Cl, then 
Im l$ ZZp(Zn(X+))- Z(Z”(X+))G 2 pm.ZZj(C”(X+))G. 
@p(G) 1 
Since s(Z”(X+))G maps onto the sum of the Z/p”’ @ %&Z”(X+))G, this shows that the 
map rp in (4) is surjective, and hence that H ‘(D(X, n)) = 0. 
Step 2: We now consider maps from X to Bz 0. For each 0 < n < cc, let U,,(X) be the 
space defined by the pullback square 
U”(X) 
1 
+ pF, map(EQ(G)@’ x XyB~Ow) 
1 
(5) 
dw map(EOi (G)‘“’ x X, BGO) - PflIG, map(E@l(G)‘“’ x X,BcO~p,). 
Here, E@“’ (for %? = Co,(G) or O,(G)) denotes the n-skeleton of the complex 
u (GIHox A”) - 
G/Ho- -G/H. 
with the usual identifications induced by face and degeneracy maps. By Definition 1.1, 
U,(X) N map(X, BG* 0). 
By the pullback square in (2), an element of S(X) corresponds to a choice of G-maps 
G xX + EGO, and G/P xX + BGO,,, for all p and all p-subgroups P c G: maps which 
agree up to homotopy with respect o morphisms in O,(G). In other words, by (6), we can 
identify S(X) with Im[~O(UI (X)) + no(Uo(X))]. To show that Or: [X, BzOIG + S(X) is 
onto, we must thus show that any element of U,(X) can be lifted to an element of U,(X) 
which has the same image in no(Uo(X)). 
Fix an element fi E U1 (X), and consider the obstructions to lifting it to U,(X). By (6) 
again, a 2-simplex in El!&(G) corresponds to a sequence of maps G/P, + G/P1 + G/P, in 
O,(G), and the obstruction to extending_& to that 2-simplex lies in the group 
Coker 
[- 
KOo(G/Po x D2 XX),,, - KOG(G/POXS' XX),,,]= Fk(GlPo)cp~. 
Similarly, the obstruction to extending fi to any 2-simplex in ELOl(G) lies in Ff(G/l). These 
individual obstructions combine to give an element 12 E D 2 (X, 1) as the total obstruction to 
lifting fi to some f2 E U,(X). This element is easily seen to be a cocycle, and hence is 
a coboundary by Step 1. And if ml = S(/?i) for /I1 E D’(X, l), then fi can be changed on 
l-simplices (in a way specified by /Ii) to remove the obstruction; after whichthe “modified” 
map can be lifted to an element f2 E U,(X). (Note thzthe co-H-space structure on the 
suspensions induces the usual addition on the groups X0&(X+)).) Upon continuing this 
process, we see that at each stage the obstruction to lifting f, E U,(X) to fn+ 1 E U,, 1(X) 
(while allowing fn to be changed on n-simplices) lies in H”+ ‘(D*(X, n)), which again 
vanishes by Step 1. 
This shows that 4Dx: [X, BEO]’ -+ S(X) is onto. To show that it is injective, we 
start with two elements f,f’ E mapo(X, B,*O) z U,(X), together with a homotopy 
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F0 E UO(X x I), and then lift the homotopy one step at a time. For each n 2 0, the 
obstruction to lifting a homotopy F,, E U,,(X x I) to U,,, ,(X x I) (while taking a given value 
on X x (0, l}) lies in If”+’ (D*(X, n + I)). And this again vanishes by Step 1. cl 
Proposition 1.3 does not in general hold for infinite G-complexes. But it does hold for 
countable complexes with fixed G-action. 
The following corollary to Proposition 1.3 will be needed in Section 3. 
COROLLARY 1.4. BE0 can be given the st~cture of a G-eq~~uari~nt H-space in a way 
such that Lo : BoO + B,*O is apz H-space homomorphism. Also, for any unite G-complex X, 
[X, BzOIG is an abelian group with the property that (h/n) @ [X, BzOIG is finite for all 
n > 0. 
Proof: The H-space structure on BZO, and Lo being an H-space homomo~hism, 
follow immediately from the pullback square in Definition 1.1, together with the H-space 
structures on BoO and its localizations (see the discussion before Definition 1.1). By 
Proposition 1.3, for any finite G-complex X, there is an exact sequence 
- 
0 + CX, BC*O]’ -+ ItO( @ fl 
> 
(1) 
So [X, BG 01’ is abelian, and (Z/n) @ [X, BE 01’ is finite for any n > 0 since (E/n) @I - and 
Tor(Z/n,-) are finite for the other two terms in (1). q 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF G-BUNDLES 
Proposition 1.3 describes a procedure for constructing G-maps from a finite G-complex 
X to Bz 0. What we really are interested in is the construction of G-maps from X to Boo. In 
general, of course, G-maps from BE0 cannot be lifted to BGO (Lo is not a G-homotopy 
equivalence). To get around this, we prove a rather complicated lifting result (Proposition 
2.3); and then apply it in Theorem 2.4 to construct G-vector bundles by “pasting together” 
bundles over certain subcomplexes and for certain subgroups. 
The first step is to compare the homotopy groups of fixed point sets in Bb 0 with those 
in Boo. Let RO(G) E I(O,(pt) denote the orthogonal representation ring of G, and let 
IRO(G) = Ker[RO(G) 5 Z] z KOG(pt) be its augmentation ideal. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be anyjnite group, and let Lo : Boo -+ BE 0 be the map of Dejnition 1.1, 
Then thefollowing holds 
(a) LG is (noneq~ivuriant~y) a homotopy equivalence. 
(b) Fix a prime p 1 IGI and a p-subgroup 1 # P c G. Then E~((B,*O)~) z IRO(P),,,, and 
TC,,(L~) is isomorphic to the inclusion of IRO(P) into IRO(P)(,,. For each x E (BoO)P, 
is an isomorphism for i = 1; and for i > 1 its kernel and cokernel are torsion prime to p with the 
additional property that their m-torsion subgroups arejnite for all m. 
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Proof: Fix a prime p I( G 1 and a p-subgroup P s G. By Proposition 1.3 (applied with 
X = G/P) there is a pullback square 
[G/P&O]’ E rcO((B;O)P)~ 
n( 
lim KOo(GIP)(,, 
_I 
KO(G/P)G 
4 t IGI c&i& 
_l 
> 
(1) 
* q-I,(KO(G/P)dG. 
Similarly, for any i > 0, Proposition 1.3 yields a pullback square 
L-~‘WP+)~B~OIG ~ x,((BC*o)p) 
CPmwlG t 
, lim KO; '(G/P),,, 
G,&(G) 
(2) 
KO-i(G/P)G + ,;, (KO-'(G/P),,dG. 
For any i 2 0 and any Q E G, 
KO$(G/P)z KO;'(G/PxG/Q)z KO;'(G/Q). 
In general, if Fp is any contravariant functor from P-complexes to abelian groups such that 
Fp(Xu Y)= Fp(X)OFp(Y), then 
F&t) if q=p 
G/C&G, 
lim FdGIQ) g g VP) = ~FP~p~~P if q # p. 
( 
(3) 
The first isomorphism holds since for each P-orbit P. gQ in any G/Q, there is an 0,(G)- 
morphism G/Q’ + G/Q (where Q’ = PngQg-') which sends the P-orbit P/Q' in 0&P) 
isomorphically to P.gQ. Also, Co,(P) has a final object if p = q, and contains only the free 
orbit if p # q. 
If we now apply (3) with Fp = KOP(-)cqj, then square (1) is reduced to an isomorphism 
7co((BG*O)p)” KWpt),,, z IROW,, 
(note that KO(G/P) = [G/P,BO] = 0). Thus, x,,(Lg) is isomorphic to the inclusion of 
IRO(P) into IRO(P),,,. And if (3) is applied with Fp = KO,T'(-)(,,, then square (2) reduces 
to a pullback square 
%((B,*o)P) - KG%%, 
1 1 (4) 
KO- ‘(pt) - KO - ‘(pt)(,, 
When P = 1, this shows that Zi(BEO) E KO-‘(pt) z 7Ci(BGO) for all i > 0, and hence that 
LG is nonequivariantly a homotopy equivalence. 
NOW set Mi = Ker[KO;‘(pt) forget -> KO-‘(pt)]. The forgetful map is a surjection: split 
by regarding a bundle over S’ as a P-bundle with trivial action. So by (4), the kernel and 
cokernel of the homomorphism 
KO;‘(pt) Z 7ti((BGO)p) "(") - 4(Bc*O)') 
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are given by 
Ker(n&)) z Ker[Mi -+ Mi(p)] and Coker(n&)) 2 Coker[Mi + Mi(pj]. (5) 
In particular, since Mi is finitely generated, Ker(~i(~~)) and Coker(@z)) are torsion of 
order prime to p, and have finite m-torsion for any m > 0. 
It remains to show that x1&) is an isomorphism. By Proposition A2(b), KO; ‘(pt) r 
rrl (@co)‘) is a sum of one copy of Z/2 for each irreducible P-representation of real type. So 
if p = 2, then rrr(L$ is an isomorphism by (5), since M1 is a finite 2-group. If p is odd, then 
the only irreducible P-representation of real type is the trivial one (see Proposition Al(c)); 
so KO;‘(pt) E KO-‘(pt) 2 H/2, Mi = 0, and nl(ti) is again an isomo~hism. cl 
Whenf: X + Y is a given map between spaces, we will frequently write ni(Y,X,x) (for 
x E X) to denote the relative homotopy group xi(Zf, X, x). Here, Z, is the mapping cylinder 
off: Also, we write ni( Y, X) when X is connected and the basepoint need not be specified. 
The next lemma will provide the induction step in our construction of G-bundles. 
LEMMA 2.2. Fix a finite group G and a prime p. Let X L Z A Y be G-maps, where 
(1) X and Y are countable finite dimensional (nonempty) G-complexes; 
(2) 2 and Y are connected, x1( Y, Z) = 1, rct( Y, Z) is abeiian, and ni( Y, 2) 6 Z,, = 0 for 
all i 2 2; and 
(3) for any nontrivial p-subgroup 1 # P c: G, (pa)‘: Xr -+ Yp is an ff,,-homology equiva- 
lence. 
Then there exist a countable$nite dimensional G-complex X 2 X and an extension U: X + Z 
of a, such that G acts freely on X \X and such that plw :8 --) Y is an Ep,-homology equivalence. 
if; in edition, 
(4) X and Y are finite G-complexes, 
(5) Ker(n,(/?)) hasjnite n-torsion for all n, and 
(6) x(Xn) = x(Y “) for all cyclic subgroups H E G of order prime to p, 
then X can be chosen to be a finite G-complex. 
Proof. Finite case: Assume that all points (i)-(6) hold. By attaching some finite number 
of free orbits of l-cells to X if necessary (and extending a accordingly), we can assume that 
X is connected and that nl(pa): R~(X)-+~~T~(Y) is onto. Set 
Kx = Ker 
[ 
7rr(X)- x1(Ba) z*(Y) 1 and Kz = Ker 7~~ (Z) z1(81 [ _>El Y) * 1 
Since nl(X) and x1(Y) are both finitely presented, Kx is finitely generated as a normal 
subgroup of xi(X) (cf. [22, Lemma 1.43(i) 1). By (2), Ks is abelian and torsion prime to p, 
and by (5) its n-torsion subgroup is finite for any n. Then Im[K, * K,] is finite (it has 
bounded torsion since Kx is finitely generated); and hence Im[zr (X) s nl (Z)] is finitely 
presented (an extension of one finitely presented group by another). So by [22] again, 
Ker@ (a)) is finitely generated as a normal subgroup of rcl (X). We can thus attach finitely 
many free orbits of 2-cells to X, to obtain a finite G-complex Xi 2 X and a map a1 : Xi 3 Z 
extending a, such that nl(aI) is injective, and Ker(xl(pal)) is finite abelian of order 
prime to p. 
Set d = max~dim(X),dim~Y),2~. We next construct a sequence of finite complexes 
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together with, G-maps 01,: X, -+ 2 extending tll, such that each X, (for 2 < m < d) is 
constructed from X, - 1 by attaching free orbits of m-cells, and such that 
zifz7 xm) 8 z[(p) = 0 for each i G m. Assume that X,_ 1 has been constructed. Then by 
Lemma A7, 
is finitely generated as a Ht,,t[nl(X,_ r)]- module. We can thus attach some finite number of 
free orbits of m-cells to X,_ 1 (while extending 01,-r) to get a new complex X, such that 
n,@,z?J 8 Z(p) = %(VkJ 0 Z(P) = 0. 
Now consider the sequence of maps XdA Z --& Y. By assumption, 
T(Y,xd) 0 z(p) = 0 for all i < d = dim(X,) > dim( Y ). Also, by Lemma A7, applied to the 
pairs ( Y,Xd) and (Y, Z), Hi( Y, X& H,,,) r H,(Z, X,; E,,) = 0 for all i < d, and the Hurewicz 
homomorphism 
%+ ,(Z, X,1 0 Z(P) 2 n&4+ ,(Y,X,) 0 Zo7, -‘~d+l(Y~Xd;~(~f) 
is surjective. By Lemma AlO, together with conditions (3) and (6), &+ i( Y, Xd; Cc,) is free as 
an FJG]-module. We can thus choose elements of n df i (Z, Xd) which represent a basis Of 
&+ r (Y, X& OI,), and attach accordingly free orbits of (d + l)-cells to Xd, extending i&, to get 
a finite G-complex X 2 Xd and a map 6: X -+ Z which is an (F,-homology equivalence. 
Countable case: The proof is similar in the countable case (i.e. when we only assume 
conditions (l)-(3)), but much simpler. All homotopy groups of Y and the Xi are countable 
by Lemma A6. So at each stage, the relevant homotopy elements can be eliminated by 
attaching only countably many cells. And in the last step, &+ I (Y, X& !FP) is stably free as 
a countably generated projective ~~[G]-module by Lemma AlO, and so free orbits of d- and 
(d + l)-dimensional ceils can be attached to Xd to construct the IF,,-homology equivalence 
X + z. 0 
We are now ready to lift maps from S,*O to BoO. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Assume that G is a finite group not of prime power order. Let 
x 1 Boo 
(11 ~1 f* LGl 
Y - BG*O 
be a homotopy commutative square of G-maps, where X and Y are countablefinite dimensional 
G-complexes. Assume, for each prime p 11 G ( an each p-subgroup 1 # P c G, that d 
Then there is a countable finite dimensional G-complex X Z? X such that all isotropy - - 
subgroups of 8 \X have prime power order, and extensions (p : 8 -+ Y of p andf: X --+ BGO of 
f such that @ is (nonequivariantly) a homotopy equivalence and fu 0 cji 2: Lo of If, furthermore, 
(3) X and Y are finite G-completes with Xc # 8 and Y connected, 
(4) x(Xn) = x( Y H, for all H c G not of prime power order, and 
(5) ~((rp-’ Yr)n) = ~((Yr)n) for each prime p] IG(, each p-subgroup 1 # P c: G, each 
connected component Yp of Y ‘, and each cyclic subgroup 1 # H/P c N(P)/P of order 
prime to p, 
then X can be chosen to be a jnite G-complex. 
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Proof: We concentrate on the proof in the case where X and Y are finite complexes and 
conditions (3)-(5) hold. The proof in the finite dimensional case is simpler, and some 
remarks will be made afterwards as to how it differs from that for finite complexes. 
Define Z to be the (G-equivariant) homotopy pullback in the following square: 
Z 2 BGO 
Lemma 2.1(b) and condition (2) imply that for any P s G of prime power order, 
7ro(ZP) * %(YP) _ and xl(Zp,x) ‘::I’ 
-> rrr(YP,P(X)) vx E zp. (7) 
By the homotopy commutativity of(l), there is a G-map a : X + Z such that /I 0 a N cp and 
yea -f: 
Finite case (Step 1). Let PI, . . . , Pk be conjugacy class representatives for all subgroups 
1 # P E G of prime power order, ordered from largest to smallest (i.e. i <j if Pi contains a 
subgroup conjugate to Pi). We first construct finite G-complexes X = X,, E X1 E .e. c Xk, 
together with maps tLi :Xi + Z (where a0 = a), satisfying the following conditions for all 
l<i<k: 
(a) Xi\Xi- 1 contains only orbits of type G/Pi, 
(b) aiIXi_1 = tli_1, and 
(c) (B 0 ai)" : (Xi) + Y ‘. is an lFp,i-homology equivalence, where Pi is the prime such that 
Pi is a pi-group. 
Fix some 1 < i < k, and assume that Xi _ I and ai _ 1 have been constructed. Consider the 
maps 
(Xi_l)P, (aiJ+, ZP'BP', yp,. 
After restricting to any connected component of Y R (and to those connected components of 
Zp’ and (Xi- 1)pt which map into it), these maps satisfy hypotheses (2)-(6) of Lemma 2.2, 
applied with the action of the group N(Pi)/Pi. Note in particular that conditions (2) and (5) 
in Lemma 2.2 follow from (7) and Lemma 2.1 (and the pullback square (6)), that condition 
(3) follows from the assumptions on Xi _ 1, and that condition (6) follows from the condition 
(5) here. So by Lemma 2.2, there is a finite N(Pi)/Pi-complex W 2 (Xi-I)‘, and an 
equivariant map di: W + ZE which extends (ai_i)Pc, such that pEodi is an Ep,i-homology 
equivalence. And if we set Xi = Xi- 1 uG x(incl)(G xN(P() W) and ai = tli- 1 u(G x ii), then the 
pair (Xi, tli) satisfy conditions (a), (b), and (c) above. 
Step 2: It remains to deal with the free orbits. Note that p: Z + Y is (nonequivariantly) 
a homotopy equivalence since LG is (by Lemma 2.1). Since Xt and Y are both finite, 
we can attach free orbits of cells to Xk, eliminating all relative homotopy groups 
Ili(Y,Xk) z ai(Z,Xk) for small i, until we get a new finite G-complex X’ 2 Xk and a map 
a’: X’ -+ Z extending air, such that Hi( Y,X’) = 0 for all i G dim(X’) > dim(Y). Set 
d = dim(X’) + 1. 
By Lemma All below, Hd(Y,X’) E Hd(Z, X’) is a projective Z[G]-module; and there 
exists a finite G-complex T such that T H = pt for all H c G not of prime power order, and 
such that for some m, T is (m - l)-connected and I?,(T) = H,(T) r &(Y, X’) as Z[G]- 
modules. Upon replacing T by an appropriate suspension, we can assume that m 2 d, and 
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that m - d is even. Set X” = X’ v T (recall (XI)’ = Xc # @, and extend a’ to a”: X” --+ 2 
by sending 7’ to a point. Then II&Y, X”) 2 H&Z, X”) vanishes except in dimensions d and 
m + 1, and Hd( Y, X WI r H, + 1 ( Y, X “1 as Z [G] -modules. Since Y and Z are connected, we 
can now attach (finitely many) free orbits of cells G x D’ to X”, for d + 1 < i G m + 1, to 
obtain a G-map Cx: X + Z which is a (nonequivariant) homotopy equivalence. By construc- 
tion, all isotropy subgroups of X \X have prime power order. 
Co#~~~~~e cas : The main difference in the proof when X and Y are countable and finite 
dimensional is that since we are working with countably generated modules, the group 
Hd( Y,X’) is stably free by Lemma All. So the last part of Step 2 and, in particular, the 
replacement of X’ by a wedge product are not needed. cl 
Note that the condition X” # 0 in Proposition 2.3 is needed only in the last step of the 
construction, when removing the projective obstruction to making X’ + Y a homotopy 
equivalence. If Xc is empty, the calculations of projective obstructions in [17, Section 43 
provide other conditions under which the lemma still holds. 
The main technical theorem on the construction of G-vector bundles can now be shown. 
THEOREM 2.4. Assume that G is a~n~te group not ofprime power order. Let cp : X -+ Y be 
a G-map, where X is a finite G-complex and Y is countable and finite dimensional. Fix 
a G-bundle n j, X, and a P-vector bundle tp _1 Y f or each subgroup P c G of prime power order, 
such that the following conditions hold: 
(1) For each prime p, the rp (jk p-subgroups P G G) are p-locally “consistent up to 
isomorphism” with respect to morphisms in OJG); i.e. they define an ele~nt in the 
inverse limit 
lim KOp(Y)o,, = lim KOe(G/P x Y),,,. 
G,&(G) G/P%(G) 
(2) If 1 # P c G is a p-subgroup, then [q*(~$)] = [n 1 P] in X0,(X),,. 
(3) [rl] E X0(Y)‘, and cp*(rI) 2 n (as nonequiva~ant vector bugles over X). 
Then there is a countable finite dimensional G-complex X 2 X such that all isotropy 
subgroups of 8 \ X have prime power order, a G-map @ : X -+ Y which extends CJI and is 
a homotopy equivalence, a G-vector bundle rjlX, and a (real) G-representation V, so that 
Q 1 X E g @ (V x X) as G-vector bundles; and such that [rj] = CC@*(&) @(V x X)] in X0(X) 
(if P = 1) or in X0,(X),, (if P E G is a p-subgroups. Z~furthermore, 
(4) X and Y areJinite G-complexes with Xc # 0 and Y connected, 
(5) x(XH) = X(Yn) for all H c G not of prime power order, and 
(6) ~((cp-” Y/)n) = ~((Yf)n) for each prime p 1 lG1, each p-subgroup 1 # P c G, each 
connected component Y/ of Y ‘, and each cyclic subgroup 1 # H/P E N(P)/P of order 
prime to p, 
then X can be chosen to be a jnite G-complex. 
Proof. Let f: X + BGO be the classifying map for rl (Lemma A3). Write Y = uz, &, 
where Yi = Yz c +.’ c Y are finite G-subcomplexes. By Proposition 1.3 (and Lemma A3 
again), for each i, the &. combine to define a G-map $ : Yi + L&$0 which is unique up to 
G-homotopy. In particular& 1 Yi- 1 -J- f 1 or a 11 i, and hence theg combine to give a map 
fy : Y + BZO. Since X is a finite G-complex, conditions (2) and (3) (and Proposition 1.3 
again) show that fy 0 cp N Lo of: These maps satisfy all of the appropriate hypotheses of 
Proposition 2.3. Note in particular that condition (2) in Proposition 2.3 is satisfied since the 
Sp are actual bundles (see Lemma 2.1(b)). 
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Proposition 2.3 now applies to give a countable finite dimensional (or finite) G-complex - - 
X2X, and G-maps @:X+ Y and f:X + BcO extending cp and f, such that (p is 
a homotopy equivalence, such that &-o~N~~o Cp, and such that all isotropy subgroups of 
X \X have prime power order. It remains to check thatfis induced by a G-bundle. For all 
H s G not of prime power order, Im(zo(fH)) = Im(rco(fH)) is finite sincefis induced by an 
actual bundle. If P c G has prime power order, then Im(rc#‘)) is finite since the composite 
%-LB,~+B~ p tpj is P-homotopic to the classifying map for the P-bundle (Cp)* tp (and 
no((BCO)*) g IRO(P) injects into q,((BpOcp,)*) by Proposition A2). Thus, by Lemma A3, 
f factors through B,O(n) for some n, and hence is the classifying map of some G-bundle 
f 1 X, whose restriction to X is stably isomorphic to q, and which is P-equivariantly stably 
isomorphic to (p *(tp) for each prime p 11 GI and each p-subgroup P s G. 0 
Theorem 2.4 can easily be combined with Theorem Al2 below, to allow the construction 
of smooth G-manifolds with various properties. But since it seems quite difficult to 
formulate such a theorem in the greatest possible generality, we limit the applications to the 
case of actions on disks and euclidean spaces described in the next section. 
3. SMOOTH ACTIONS ON DISKS AND EUCLIDEAN SPACES 
We are now ready to describe the fixed point sets, and the tangent bundles over fixed 
point sets, for actions of a finite group not of prime power order on a disk or euclidean 
space. We first recall the definition of the number nc which determines which homotopy 
types can occur among fixed point sets of actions of G on disks. 
Consider the set {x(X’) - 11 X a finite contractible G-complex) E Z. This is a sub- 
group of Z (as seen by taking wedge products and suspensions of G-complexes), and hence 
has the form no. i? for some UniqUe nG , > 0. Thus, by definition, for any k E h, there is a finite 
contractible G-complex X such that x(X’) = k if and only if k E 1 (mod nG); and the main 
theorem in [13] says that any finite complex F with an “allowable” Euler characteristic an 
be realized as a fixed point set in this way. This is also a special case of Theorem 2.4 above: if 
Y is a finite contractible G-complex, and if x(F) = x( Y ‘), then that theorem describes how 
to construct a finite contractible G-complex X with Xc = F (while taking all maps to BGO 
and B,*O to be trivial). 
Proof of Theorem 0.1. By assumption, F is a smooth manifold,nd r] 1 F is a G-bundle such 
that (1) q is nonequivariantly a product bundle, (2) [q 1 P] E KO,(F) is infinitely p-divisible 
for all primes p and all p-subgroups P s G, and (3) qG &z z(F). Let V be the fiber over any 
point of F (regarded as a G-representation). 
Finite case: Assume that F is compact and x(F) E 1 (mod nc). If F = 8, then no = 1, and 
G has a fixed point free action on a disk by [13, Corollary to Theorem 31. So we can assume 
F # 0. By the above definition of n G, there is a finite contractible G-complex Y with 
x( Y ‘) = x(F) (and YG # 8). Set X = F v (Y/Y ‘), let cp :X + Y be any G-map, extend q to 
a G-bundle q 1 X by letting it be trivial over Y/Y ‘, and set tp = (V I P) x Y for each P. Then 
x(XH) = x( Y “) for all H c G, and Y * is acyclic and hence connected for each P E G of 
prime power order. By Theorem 2.4, there is a finite contractible complex X 2 X and 
a G-bundle q 1 X such that f I X is stably isomorphic to q. In particular, by condition (1) 
above, (f I F)’ is stably isomorphic to z(F); and so by Theorem Al2 there is a smooth action 
of G on a compact contractible manifold M with fixed point set F and with z(M) I F stably 
isomorphic to q. By the h-cobordism theorem (cf. [ 12]), M is a disk if its boundary is simply 
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connected. So if M is not itself a disk, then we can replace it by M x D(V) for any 
G-representation V # 0 with VG = 0. 
Countable case: Letf: F -+ BGO be the classifying map for [q] - [F x V]. By Proposi- 
tion 1.3 (and the assumptions on q), (Lo of) IF’ cr * for any finite subcomplex F’ E F. In 
particular, the image of Lo ofis contained in the identity connected component of (@ 0)‘. 
By Corollary 1.4, (B,*O)’ is an H-space, and (h/n) @ [ZX,(B~O)G] is finite for any finite 
complex X and any n > 0. Hence Lemma A9 applies to show that there is a countable finite 
dimensional Z/l Cl-acyclic complex Y 2 F and a mapfy : Y -+ (BE 0)’ which extends Lc of: 
Recall that LG : & 0 --* B,$ 0 and the forgetful map BGO -+ BO are both nonequivariant- 
ly homotopy equivalences: the first by Lemma 2.1(a) and the second by Proposition A2(b). 
Let 5 5 Y be any bundle which is classified by fr : Y + B,* 0 2: BO. Then t 1 F is a (stably) 
product bundle, since q 1 F is by assumption a product bundle. Let 4’ 1 (Y/F) be an inverse 
bundle to { (Y is finite dimensional), consider it as a G-bundle over Y with trivial G-action, 
and let $ : Y -+ Y/F + fBGO)G be its classifying map. We can now replace [fr] by 
[fr] + [Lo 0 $1 (Lo is a homomorphism of H-spaces by Corollary 1.4), and thus arrange 
that fu : Y -+ BE 0 be nonequivariantly nullhomotopic. 
By Proposition 2.3, applied with X = F and 40 : X + Y the inclusion, there is a countable - - 
finite dimensional G-complex X s, F, together with extensions 4T, : X + Y andf: X + BGO 
of cp and f, such that Xc = F and (p is nonequivariantly a homotopy equivalence. In 
particular, d is Z/l Gl-acyclic; and so by Smith theory (cf. [2, Theorem 111.7.11]), Xp is 
If,-acyclic for each prime p 11 G 1 and each p-subgroup P z G. Set d = dim(X), and consider 
the d-skeleton of the join X * EG. By Lemma All, &((X * EG)@‘) is Z[G]-stably free, and 
so free orbits of d- and (d + If-cells can be attached to produce a countable finite dimen- 
sional contractible G-complex 2 2 X. By construction, all orbits in Z\X are free. Since 
X * EG is contractible, the inclusion of the d-skeleton extends to a map $ : 2 + 8 * FIG”‘+ ‘). 
We next show, inductively on n, that there are G-maps fn : _%f * EG(“) + BGO for all - - 
n 2 0 which extend f:X + BGO. Since fr is (nonequivariantly) nullhomotopic and 
L,: BGO -+ BIO is a homotopy equivalence,fis also nullhomotopic. So we can construct 
f0 : x * EG”’ -+ BG 0. 
Now assume, for some n > 1, that fn- 1 : d * EG(“- ‘) + BGO has been constructed. The 
obstruction to extendingf,_ 1 to X * EG(“’ is an element 
.s, E C”(EG; %(x:“x)) dsf Hom,,(C,(EG), a(CnX)). 
We can regard ?%(Z’X) as the set of homotopy classes of maps of pairs 
(D”, S”- “) - (map@, B,O), (constant maps)) 
and under this identification addition is given by juxtaposition of disks. This view- 
point makes it clear that E, is a cocycle, and hence is a coboundary since a*(X) is 
uniquely f G/-divisible (X is Z/l GI-acyclic). And if E, is the coboundary of a,_ 1 in 
C”- ’ (EG; K?j( En%)), then c1,_ 1 provides the “recipe” for changingf,_ 1 on (n - l)-simpli- 
ces in EG to obtain a map which can be extended to X * EG’“‘. 
By Lemma A3, f d+ro$:Z-+BoO induces a G-bundle eJZ, and tjl(F = ZG) is stably 
isomo~hic to r,r. Theorem Al2 can now be applied to construct a smooth G-action on 
a contractible manifold M with fixed point set F, such that r(M) 1 F is stably isomorphic to 
q. If i?F = 0, then we may assume that aM = 0 (otherwise just replace M by its interior). If 
dim(M) 2 5, then by [25, Theorem S.l], M is a euclidean space if it is simply connected at 
infinity; in particular, if there is a sequence Kr c Kz c ... of compact subspaces whose 
union is M and such that each M \Ki is simply connected. And if M does not satisfy this 
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property, then M x R does; and so we can get a euclidean space by replacing M by M x V 
for any G-representation I/ # 0 with VG = 0. 0 
It remains to prove Theorem 0.2; and in particular to characterize which smooth 
manifolds have G-vector bundles which satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 0.1. 
In the proofs of the next three lemmas, a pair of (real or complex) G-representations 
(V, W) will be called a ‘V-matched pair” of type n if I’ 1 P z W 1 P for all P c G of prime 
power order, and dim(VG) - dim(W G, = n. In these terms, &!c 2 J&-+ 1 &n are the 
classes of finite groups for which there exist a Y-matched pair (V, W ) of complex, self- 
conjugate, or real G-representations, respectively, of type 1. If we only assume that 
V 1 P E W 1 P for p-subgroups P c G (for some given prime p), then (V, W ) will be called 
a p-matched pair. 
LEMMA 3.1. The following hold for any finite group G not of prime power order: 
(a) G E .&c ifand only ifG contains an elevens not of prime power order; and G E A&-, if 
and only if G contains an element not of prime power order which is conjugate to its inverse. 
(b) G E MR if and only if there are subgroups Ka H c G such that H/K is dihedral of 
order 2n for some n not a prime power, 
Proof. (a) Assume g E G has order n = km, where k,m > 1 and (k,m) = 1. For any nth 
root of unity I/J, we let @+ be the l-dimensional (g)-representation where g acts via 
multiplication by 9. Set tl = exp(2xi/k) and /? = exp(2ai/m), and define 
V = Ind$$l @ ‘&) and W = Ind&(@, 0 @@). 
Then (I’, W) is a p-matched pair of type 1, and so G E JQ. If g is conjugate to g- ‘, then 
V and W are self-conjugate - the character of any G-representation i duced from (g) is real 
valued by the formula for the character of an induced representation (cf. [23, Section 7.2, 
Proposition 203) - and so G E J&+ . 
If G E &, let (V, W) be a %matched pair of complex representations of type 1. Then 
V $ W, but the characters of I’ and W agree on elements of prime power order. So G must 
contain an element not of prime power order. 
Now assume that G E ~%c+. Recall that a subgroup H c G is p-elementary (for a prime 
p) if it is a product of a p-group with a cyclic group; and is 2-R-elementary if it is a semidirect 
product Ii = C, >Q P, where C, is cyclic of order n, P is a 2-group, and each element of 
P centralizes C, or acts on it via (g H g- ‘). For each H c G, let I,(H)+ c R(H) be the 
subgroup of self-conjugate lements which vanish upon restriction to prime power order 
subgroups of H; or equivalently the subgroup of elements whose characters are real valued 
and vanish on elements of prime power order. Then Z,(H)+ is a module over RO(G), where 
multiplication by [V] is induced by tensor product with rC @n V (or by multiplication with 
its character). Also, the I,(H)+ are preserved under induction and restriction maps (by the 
formula for the character of an induced representation again). Since RO(G) is generated by 
induction from subgroups which are p-elementary or Z-~-elementary [23, Section 12.6, 
Theorem 271, it now follows by Frobenius reciprocity that I,(G)+ is also generated by 
induction from such subgroups (cf. [ 11, Theorem 3.4(111)]). Hence, since induction leaves 
unchanged the dimensions of fixed point sets, there is some p-elementary or 2-l&elementary 
subgroup G’ E G and a B-matched pair (I’, W ) of self-conjugate G’-representations of type 
a with 2 $ a. In particular, G’ contains elements not of prime power order, and so G’ E JZc. 
Thus, there exist p-matched pairs of self-conjugate G’-representations of type 2; hence of 
type a for any a E E; and so G’ E &+. 
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Now note that Syl,(G’)-#r G’: since otherwise 
dim( V”‘) = dim( VSy’z(G’)) = dim( WSy’Z(G’)) z dim( W”‘) (mod 2). 
(The representations I/ Sy’2(G’)/V ” and W SY’z(G’)/ W G’ of the odd order group G’/Syl,(G’) 
both split as sums U 8 0, and hence are even dimensional, by Proposition Al(c).) Hence G’ 
is 2-R-elementary but not 2-elementary. Write G’ = C, ti P, where C, = (g) is cyclic of 
odd order n and P is a 2-group. We must show that G’ contains an element not of prime 
power order conjugate to its inverse, and g is such an element if n is not a prime power. If 
n > 1 is an odd prime power, and if 1PI 2 4, then write g’ = gx for any element x E Z(P) of 
order 2 which centralizes g; and g’ has order 2n and is conjugate to its inverse. And the 
remaining possibilities - IPI = 2 and n a prime power, or n = 1 - both contradict he above 
observation that G’ contains elements not of prime power order. 
(b) Assume first that G is dihedral of order 2n, where n is not a prime power. Then 
G E .& by (a). Also, every @G-representation has the form @ mR V for some RG-representa- 
tion V (this holds for any dihedral group). Thus, there is a Y-matched pair 
(C @a I/, @ @u W ) of complex G-representations of type 1, so (V, W ) is a g-matched pair of 
real G-representations of type 1, and G E J&. 
Clerly, G E &?‘a if any quotient group of G lies in J&. And if H E G and (V, W) is 
a p-matched pair of real H-representations of type 1, then (Indg( V), Indz( W )) is a 8- 
matched pair of real G-representations of type 1. 
Conversely, assume that G E Ma. We must show that G contains a dihedral subquotient 
of order 2n for some n not a prime power. The same argument as that used in (a) shows that 
G contains a 2-R-elementary subgroup which is not 2-elementary and which lies in &. 
Upon replacing G by this subgroup, we may assume that G r C, >Q P, where n is odd and 
P is a 2-group, where PO = PnCG (C,) has index 2 in P, and where elements in P\P, act on 
C, via (a H a- ‘). Then G/P, is dihedral of order 2n, and we are done if n is not a prime 
power. If P is not cyclic, then let Fr(P) denote its Frattini subgroup (generated by squares 
and commutators in P); P/Fr(P) is elementary abelian of order at least 4 (cf. [S, Corollary 
5.1.2 and Theorem 5.1.3]), and so G/Fr(P) contains a subgroup which is dihedral of 
order 4n. 
It remains to consider the case where P is cyclic; i.e. where 
G = (a,blap’= 1 = b21, bab-’ = a-‘). 
We must show that G $~?a. Assume otherwise: let (V, W) be a g-matched pair of 
IRG-representations of type 1. Decompose Vand W as sums 
~=~11@~1,0~,10K, and W=Wll@Wl,@Wxl@Wx, 
where V,, @ V,, = Y(‘) and V,, $ V,, = Vcb’) (and similarly for W ). Thus, for example, 
V,, and W,, are the sums of those irreducible components where neither a nor b2 acts 
trivially. Then 4 I dim( V,,) and 4 ( dim( Wxx): each irreducible real G-representation on which 
neither a nor bZ acts trivially is 4-dimensional (and of complex or quaternion type). Since 
dim( V ) = dim( W ) and dim( V @) = dim( W @)) by assumption, this shows that 
dim( V,,) E dim( W,,) (mod 4). And since dim( V,:“’ = i dim( V,,) (b acts on each irreducible 
representation in V,, with equally many eigenvalues + 1 and - l), we now see that 
dim(VG)=dim(V(b))-3dim(~~‘,l)~dim(W(b>)-fdim(W,1)=dim(WG) (mod2). 
And this contradicts the assumption that dim(V ‘) - dim( W G, = 1. cl 
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The condition in Lemma 3.1(b) for G to lie in JZn was pointed out to me by Erkki 
Laitinen. 
Recall that ~;z(G) denotes the class of smooth manifolds F e which there is 
a G-vector bundle q such that q is nonequivariantly a product, [q 1 P] E KO,(F) is infinitely 
p-divisible for all primes p 11 G/ and all p-subgroups P c G, and qG r z(F). We are now 
ready to start proving necessary and sufficient conditions for a manifold F to lie in .&z(G), 
for a given group G. 
The standard induction and forgetful maps between the groups of real, complex, and 
quaternion vector bundles over F are denoted here as follows: 
a(F)+~(X)&x3$(F). 
4 
As usual, F is called stably complex if [z(F)] E r@?(F)); or equivalently if z(F) 0 Rk has 
a complex structure for some k. Note that this requires that the dimensions of the connected 
components of F all have the same parity. 
Recall that for any abelian group A, qdiv(A) denotes the intersection of the kernels of all 
homomorphisms from A to free abelian groups. In particular, qdiv(A) = tars(A) if A is 
finitely generated. 
LEMMA 3.2. Fix ajnite group G not of prime power order, and a smooth m~n~ld F. Then 
thefollowing hold: 
(a) FE ~..z(G) if G E AR, or if G E _.J& and F is stably complex. 
(b) F o $&z(G) SfG E ,at,+ and c([z(F’)]) E c’(s(F)) + qdiv(K(F)). 
(c) FE S&z(G) if[z(F)] E r(qdiv(k(F))), or ifSyl,(G)+ G and z(F) E qdiv@(F)). 
Proof. For any F E 4tkz(G), we let Ygc(F) denote the class of G-bundles over F satisfy- 
ing conditions (l)-(3) in Theorem 0.1. 
(a) Assume first that G IZ J&, and let (V, W ) be a B-matched pair of real G-representa- 
tions such that dim@ G, = 1 and W G = 0. If F is any compact manifold, let z(F) and v(F) 
denote the tangent and normal bundles, and set 
rl= tW)O ~)@W’)O W) (1) 
(as a real G-bundle over F). Then ~1 P is a product P-vector bundle for any P c G of prime 
power order, and 9’ z‘ r(F). Thus q E Y-&F), and so F E @&Z(G). If G 6 _&c and F is stably 
complex, then the same construction as in (1), but with complex bundles and representa- 
tions, again produces a bundle q E Fyc(F). 
(b) Assume G E Mc+ and c( [T(F)]) E c’(s(F)) + qdiv$(F)). By (a), there are ele- 
ments g, x E G such that 1 gl is not a prime power and xgx- 1 = g - I. Set G’ = (g, x). We can 
choose a subgroup Ka G’ such that G’/K is either dihedral of order 2n where n is not 
a prime power, or quaternion of order 4p for some odd prime p. In the first case, G E J& by 
Lemma 3.1(b), and so FE fin by (a). So we are reduced to the case where G’/K is 
quaternion of order 4p. 
Fix a E G’ which generates the cyclic subgroup of order 2p in G’/K, and set 
H = (a, K ) Q G’. Set i = exp(2ai/p). Then there are RG-representations I”, W’ and HG- 
representations I/ “, W n such that 
@C&i/‘z Indg(Cr), @ QDa W’ r Indg(@& -c/“l@ r Indg(@_,), W”I@ 2 Indg(@_l). 
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Here C, denotes the l-dimensional H/K-representation where a acts via multiplication by 
$. Set 
I’=(C@,V’)@(V”I@) and W=(C@,W’)@(W”I@). 
Then (If, W ) is a self-conjugate P-matched pair of G-representations of type 1; and (I”, W ‘) 
and (V”, W “) are 2-matched pairs of G-representations of types 1 and 0, respectively. 
Set z = z(F), and let v be a normal bundle for F. By assumption on F, there are 
~-bundles 7” and v” such that 9 @ v” is a product ~-bundle, and such that [z” I@] = 
[@ olw T] E R(F)/(qdiv). Since all infinitely 2-divisible elements in I?(F)+ (the elements 
wnt under complex conjugation) are in the image of infinitely 2-divisible elements in 
KSp(F) (see Lemma A5(a)), we can assume that the difference [z”l@] - [C cE>u z] is 
infinitely p-divisible for all odd primes p IlGl (Lemma A5(b)). Set 
? = (z @na V’) @(r” @M V”) @(v 6% W’) 0 (v” @uu W”). 
By construction, [r] I P] = 0 c s,(F) for any 2-subgroup P c G. Also, 
@ 8w V = ((C @R 4 @,c (C oar V’)) 0 (r” oc V”) 0 ((C @)R v) oc (C @,w W’)) 8 (V” @c W”) 
modulo elements which are infinitely p-divisible for all odd primes p 1 IG I. So for each such 
p and each p-subgroup P E G, 2 * [q I P] = I( [@ BgR v] I P]) is infinitely p-divisible, and hence 
[q I P] is infinitely p-divisible by Lemma A5(a). Thus, q E Y&(F), and so F E 9%&G). 
(c) Assume first that G has the property that for each prime p, there is a p-matched pair 
(VP, W,) of real G-representations of type 1. E can assume that dim((V,)G) = 1 and 
(W,)G = 0. Let F be such that [z(F)] E qdiv(KO(F)). By Lemma A5(b), we can write 
[r(F)1 = &,l,c, Cz,l, where each [r,] is infinitely q-divisible for all primes q 1 I GI different 
from p. Choose vP such that rP @ v, is a product bundle. Set 
Then q E ygc(F), and so F E A%‘=(G). 
If z(F) E r(qdiv$(F))), and if there is for each prime p a p-matched pair of complex 
representations of type 1, then the same construction (taken with complex bundles) gives 
a G-bundle q E &&F). 
It remains to show that for each prime p, G has a p-matched pair (VP, W,) of complex 
representations of type 1, and a p-matched pair of real representations of type 1 if 
Syl,(G)+ G. The complex representations are easily constructed: let g E G \ 1 be any 
element of order m prime to p, let C1 and @; be the l-dimensional (g)-representations 
where g acts via multiplication by 1 or 5 = exp(2~i/m), and set 
VP = Ind$,(@,) and W, = Ind&(Q. (2) 
Also, if 2 1 IGl and g is any element of order 2, then VP = Ind$)(R+) and W, = Ind&(R-) 
form for any odd prime p a p-matched pair of real representations of type 1. 
If G is dihedral of order 2m, where m > 1 is odd, and if g generates the subgroup of index 
2, then the representations in (2) are induced from a 2-matched pair of real G-representa- 
tions. So to finish the proof, we need only show that any group G such that Sylz(G)+ G 
contains a subquotient of that form. Upon dividing out by the intersection O,(G) of the 
Sylow 2-subgroups, we can assume that this intersection is trivial. Let S be any conjugacy 
class of elements of order 2 in G. By [S, Theorem 3.8.21, either S generates a normal 
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2-subgroup of G (which is clearly not the case), or some pair x, y of elements in S generates 
a subgroup not of 2-power order. And then (x, y) is dihedral, and contains a dihedral 
subgroup of order 2m for some odd m > 1. cl 
Lemma 3.2 gave sufficient conditions for a manifold to be contained in @k(G). It 
remains to show that these conditions are also necessary. 
LEMMA 3.3. Fix ajnite group G not of prime power order, and assume that F E Fiz(G). 
(a) If Sylz(G)a G, then F is sta2 complex. 
(b) 1f G $ &, then z(F) E qdiv(KOJFJ, and z(F) E r(qdiv(R(F))) ifSy12(G)a G. 
(c) If G # AR, then c( [z(F)]) E c’(KSp (F)) + qdiv(g(F)). If G $Mc+, then [z(F)] E 
r(l?(F)) + qdiv(a(F)). 
Proof Fix some F E Fiz(G). Let r~ 1 F be azvector bundle which satisfies conditions 
k(3) in Theorem 0.1: qG z z(F), [q] = 0 in KO(F), and q 1 P is infinitely p-divisible in 
KO,(F) for each prime p 11 Gl and each p-subgroup P c G. 
(a, b) If all elements in G have prime power order, then R(G) is detected by restriction to 
the Sylow subgroups, and so c( [q]) = [@ OR 11 lies in qd%gG(F)) E qdiv(@)) 8 R(G). 
Since r 0 c( [q]) = 2 * [q], itzw follows that [q] E qdiV(KGc(F)), and in particular that 
[?‘I = [T(F)] lies in qdiv(KO(F)). 
Now assume>at Syl,(G)a G, and write G2 = Syl,(G) for short. Then [v”~] is infinitely 
2-divisible in KO(F), and hence is the image of the infinitely 2-divisible element 
c(f* [v”~]) E R(F). In particular, [qGZ] E r(qdiv(Z?(F))). Let V, = R, V,, . . . , V, be the dis- 
tinct irreducible real representations of G/G2. Write 
rl G’=U00410 .** 0% 
where each fiber in vi is a sum of copies of vi (in particular, q. = q ‘). Since 1 G/G2 1 is odd, 
each representation V, , . . . , V, can be given a complex structure by Proposition Al(c), and 
hence (by Proposition Al(a)) each vi has the form vi E ti @c 6 for some complex bundle 
<is F. Thus [vi] is a complex bundle for each i > 1, and so z(F) E q. is a stably complex 
bundle. If, kddition, all elements of G have prime power order, then we have seen that 
[q] E qdiv(KG,(F)), SO [<i] E qdiv(Z?(F)) for all 1 < i < k, and [vi] E r(qdiv(g(F))) for 
each i 2 1. Also, [qGa] E r(qdiv(k(F))) as seen above; and hence [z(F)] = [qo] lies in 
r(qdiv(R(F))). 
(c) Note first that G E Jltw (G E &c+) if there is a p-matched pair (V, W) of real 
(self-conjugate complex) representations of type a for any odd a. To see this, note first that if 
there is such a B-matched pair, then G has an element not of prime power order, and hence 
G E &Zc by Lemma 3.1(a). This implies that there is a g-matched pair of real G-representa- 
tions of type 2; and hence a p-matched pair of real (or self-conjugate) G-representations of
type 1. 
Let 7’: g(F) + E be any conjugation invariant homomorphism (i.e. T(r) = T(f)); and 
let TG denote the induced homomorphism 
TG = T @ Id : KG(F) g I?(F) ~$3 R(G) - R(G). 
We first analyze TG(@ C31R q). Let VO, Vi, . . . , V, be the distinct irreducible RG-representa- 
tions, where I’, z R is the trivial representation, and where y has real type for 0 6 i < k, 
has complex type (with given complex structure) for k + 1 < i < m, and has quaternion type 
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(with given structures) for m f 1 d i < n. Then 
(Proposition A 1 (a)), where the & are real, complex, or quaternion vector bundles, respec- 
tively, and where &, 2 r(F). For convenience, we write T(&) = T([C @u <i]) if i < k, 
T(fi) = T([<i]) if k + 1 < i < m, and T(5i) = T([<rI C]) if m + 1 < i < n. Then 
TG([@ @R 11) = i T(~i)*c([I~l) + 2 T(~i)‘([~l + [<I) 
i=O i=k+l 
+ j$+, T(ti)‘c’(Evil) E R(G)* (1) 
Since (for given T) the 7’o commute with restriction of subgroups, we see that 
Tc([@ & ~1) 1 P = 0 for any P c G of prime power order. Thus To([@ @a ~1) = 
[V ] - [W ], where (V, W ) is a p-matched pair of self-conjugate G-representations of type 
Tteo). 
Assume that [r(F)] = [to] I# r@(F)) + qdiv(%(Ff). Then c( [to]) is not a multiple of 
2 in Z?(F)/( [<I 1 [t @ f] E (qdiv)). So by Lemma AS(c), we can choose T such that T(5,) is 
odd. Then To( [C @u 13) = [V ] - [W] where (V, W) is a p-matched pair of self-conju- 
gate G-representations of type T(t,), and G E J&+ by the above remarks. 
If c([r(F)]) = c([~o])~c’~~(~)) + qdiv(~~~)~, then qo~([<~]) is not a multiple of 
2 in ~S~(~)/(qdiv), By Lemma A5(c) again, we can choose T to be a composite of the form 
Z?(F)& s(F) + Z, and such that 7’(50) is odd. In particular, T(5i) E 22 
m + 1 < i d n (the quaternion case). By (l), Te([C OR 11) = c([V] - [WI), where 
for 
[V] - [W] = i: T(&)+[V;:] + f T(~~~*r([~]) + i yroc’([~]) 
i=O i=k+l i=mfl 
and (V, W) is a B-matched pair of real G-representations of type T(tO). It follows that 
GEAR. cl 
We now get immediately: 
Proof of 7’heorem 0.2. If F = MC for any contractible manifold M with smooth G- 
action, then the G-vector bundle rl = z(M) 1 F satisfies conditions (l)-(3) in Theorem 0.1, 
and so F E 94$(G). Also, x(F) EZ 1 (mod &) if M is a disk. Conversely, by Theorem 0.1, if 
FE ?&E(G), then F is the fixed point set of a smooth G-action on a euclidean space if 
t?F = 8, and F is the fixed point set of a smooth G-action on a disk if F is compact and 
x(F) = 1 (modne). 
The necessary and sufficient conditions for F to be in giz(G) were shown in Lemmas 
3.2 and 3.3. Note, in particular, case (C) in Theorem 0.2. If G E Mc\&+ and Sylz(G)+ G, 
then F E F&z(G) if [z(F)] E r@(F)) (Lemma 3.2(a)) or if [s(F)] E qdiv(a(F)) (Lemma 
3.2(c)). So from the definition of &z(G), it follows that FE S’z(G) if [z(F)] E r@(F)) + 
qdiv(%(F)). Cl 
The following example shows how Theorem 0.2 applies in the case of a dihedral or 
quaternion group acting on a disk. 
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Example 3.4. IfG is dihedral of order 2n or quaternion of order 4n, where n is not a prime 
power, then a compact manifold F is thejxed point set of a G-action on some disk ifand only if 
x(F) is odd. If G is dihedral of order 2p” for some odd prime p, then a compact manifzd is the 
fixed point set of a G-action on disk ifand only ifs = 1 and [z(F)] is torsion in KQ(F). If 
G is quaternion of order 4p” for some odd prime p, then a compact man~old is the~xed point set 
of a G-action on a disk if and only $x(F) = 1, and there is an H-vector bundle { 1 F such that 
c( [r(F)]) zz c’( [{I) modulo torsion in K(F). 
Proof. If G is dihedral of order 2n or quaternion of order 4n, then by Theorem 0.3, 
nG = 2 if n is not a prime power, and no = 0 if n is a power of an odd prime. The rest of the 
corollary follows from Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 0.2. El 
As another example, note that for G = A4 x CJ, any compact smooth manifold F can be 
the fixed point set of a smooth G-action on a disk. This is in fact the smallest group with that 
property (see [13, Theorem 81). 
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APPENDM 
We collect here some results which are well known, but which are either hard to find in 
the literature, or which have been used often enough to state here explicitly. 
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Real G-vector bundles and their ciussijjkg spaces 
We start with the following proposition, which describes ome of the basic structure of 
real G-vector bundles and real G-representations 
PROPOSITION Al. Fix a finite group G. Let VO, VI, . . . , vk be the distinct irreducible RG- 
re~resentutions, where VO z R with the trivial G-action. For each i, set & = EndwG(&) (Z’ R, 
C, or 54). 
(a) Let X be a space with trivial G-action, and let 5 1 X be a real G-vector bundle. Then 
{ z @fzo (vi @D, {i), where each ti is a (nonequivariant) &-vector bundle over X. 
(b) Let V be any orthogonal G-representation, and let Oc(V) be the group of G- 
equivariant orthogonal self-maps of V. Then 
where we write O(n, R) = O(n), O(n, C) = U(n), and O(n, HI) = Sp(n). 
(c) If /GI is odd, then LA z @for all i # 0. 
Proof For each i, Endwc(Vi) is a division algebra over R by Schur’s lemma (cf. [l, 
Lemma 3.22]), and hence is isomorphic to R, @, or I-U. Part (b) also follows from Schur’s 
lemma, and part (c) from [23, Exercise 13.121. 
To see part (a), set C$ = Homa@, 4) (defined fiberwise) for each i. Then & is a Di- 
bundle, and the evaluation maps define an isomorphism 
q 
An irreducible IRG-representation V will be said to have real, complex, or quatemion 
type, depending on whether Endi@) is isomorphic to R, @, or W. 
For each n 2 0, &G(n) will denote the classifying space for ~-dimensional G-vector 
bundles: constructed using either infinite joins (cf. [3, Section 1.8]), or Grassmannians of 
n-dimensional subspaces in an appropriate infinite dimensional G-representation. It has 
a universal G-vector bundle EZ 1 BGO(n) with respect o which pullback defines a bijection 
between [X, BGo(n)lG and the set of locally trivial n-dimensional orthogonal G-bundles 
over X, for any countable G-complex X (cf. E3, Theorem 1.8.121, where the classifying space 
is denoted B(G, O(n))). Note that BGO(n) is connected for all n, since ~o(BcO(n)) contains 
just one element: the class of the product bundle G x R” 1 G. 
For each orthogonal G-representation V, and each m 2 0, direct sum with V defines 
a G-map 
@v : BGO(m) 4 BGO(m -+ dim(V)) 
which is well defined up to G-homotopy. We define BGO to be the homotopy direct limit (i.e. 
infinite mapping cylinder, or mapping telescope) 
BGO = hocolim, +% .*a 
where RG denotes the regular representation and d = dim(RG) = lG[. For each n, we let 
1”: &-O(nd) -+ BGO 
denote the inclusion of the nth stage into this telescope. 
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If X is any finite G-complex, then any map X + BoO factors through some finite stage 
Boo(&) in the mapping telescope, and similarly for homotopies between maps. Hence 
[X, Boo] g 3 [X, BGO(O)] 
( 
%I b [X, BcO(d)] 3 [X, BcO@d)] @” t *.* 
) 
z lip Vect$G(X) %’ b VecGG(X) @RG b Vectz”G(X) 6%’ b ... (d = IGO 
z Ker KOc(X)dim- Z . 1 
Here, VectzG (X) denotes the set of isomorphism classes of m-dimensional orthogonal 
G-vector bundles over X; and the last step holds since any G-vector bundle over X is 
a summand of a product bundle RGk x X for some k (since any G-representation is 
contained in some multiple of the regular representation RG). In particular, this shows that 
Z x Boo is the classifying space for the equivariant K-theory functor KOG(-). 
We next look more closely at the fixed point sets (BGO)~ and (B~o(n))~. 
PROPOSITION A2. Fix a finite group G and a subgroup H E G. 
(a) For each n 2 0, 
(BcO(n))n = u Bon(V) 
WI E Rep%) 
where Rep:(H) is the set of isomorphism classes of n-dimensional orthogonal H-representa- 
tions. 
(b) Let V,,V,,..., V, be the distinct irreducible orthogonal H-representations. Then 
(BeO)u N IRO(H) X fi Bi 
i=O 
where IRO(H) = Ker[RO(H) *Z] is the augmentation ideal, and where Bi E BO, BU, or 
BSp depending on whether End,,(y) E R, C, or I-U. 
(c) For any n > 0, tf: (BoO(nd))n + (BoO)u (d = 1 Gj) sends the component (BoO(nd))F 
corresponding to the representation V to the component of (BoO)H corresponding to 
[V ] - [ RG”] E IRO(H); and the map between this pair of components is m-connected ifeach 
irreducible H-representation occurs in V with multiplicity at least m. 
(d) For any finite H-complex X, 
%(maPdx, BGO)) g 
KOi’(X) ifi>O 
Ker[KOH(X) *Z] if i = 0. 
Proof: Consider the H-equivariant maps B,O(n) A B,O(n) fi, BGO(n), where 
fi classifies the universal bundle E,!j 1 B,O(n) regarded as an H-bundle, and where 
fi classifies the G-bundle (G xH Ez) 1 (G x, BuO(n)). These are easily checked to be H- 
homotopy inverses; and show that B,O(n) is H-equivariantly homotopy equivalent to 
BnO(n). So BaO is H-homotopy equivalent o BnO. In particular, it suffices to prove the 
proposition when H = G. 
(a) For any n, 
nO((&O(n))G) r VeCt~‘G(pt) S’ Rep:(G). 
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Let (BcO(n)$ denote the component corresponding to the representation V. For any 
X (without group action), 
and so [X,(BcO(n))~] is the set of isomorphism classes of G-vector bundles over X with 
fiber V. The structure group for such bundles is Oo(T/), and hence (Boo(n)): N BOG(V). 
(b,c) The descriptions of the components of (BcO)‘, and of 1,” :(Boo(&))’ + (Boo)‘, 
follow from part (a) and Proposition Al(b), upon taking limits with respect o direct sum 
with the regular representation IWG. Note, in particular, that 
IRO(G) z 5 Rep:(G)% Rep:(G)2 RepFd(G)> ... . 
And the last statement in (c) follows since the inclusions BO(m) + BO, BU(m) + BU, and 
BSp(m) --* &SE, are m-connected for all m. 
(d) We have already seen that [X, Boo]’ E Ker[KO,(X) *Z] when X is a finite 
G-complex. And for any i > 0, 
n&a&(X, Boo)) g [c’(X+), Boo]: g KOz’(X). Cl 
As was noted above, any map from a finite G-complex X to Boo factors through some 
r, : BcO(nd) + BcO, and hence induces (stably) a G-bundle ove X. This does not hold in 
general for finite dimensional G-complexes, but the next lemma describes conditions under 
which maps X -+ &O do induce G-bundles. 
LEMMA A3. Fix a countable finite dimensional G-complex X. Then for each n 2 0, 
pullback of the universal bundle EE 1 B,O(n) defines a bijection between [X, Boo(n)]’ and the 
set of isomorphism classes of n-dimensional G-bundles over X. Also, a G-map f: X --) BoO 
factors through I,: BoO(md) + BoO for some m (where d = ]Gl) if and only if 
Im(n,,( f n)) E no((BoO)n) is$nite for all H E G. And any two liftings fn, fd: X + BoO(md) 
off are homotopic after some$nite stabilization; i.e. the induced G-bundles over X are stably 
isomorphic. 
Proof The bijection between n-dimensional G-bundles over X and [X,&O(n)]’ is 
a special case of [3, Theorem 1.8.121. 
If f: X + BoO factors through some BoO(md), then Im(qr( f H)) must be finite for all 
H since (BoO(md))n has only finitely many connected components (corresponding to the 
finite set of m-dimensional H-representations). Conversely, set n = dim(X), and assume that 
Im(q,( f n)) is finite for all H E G. For each H, we can choose some mn 2 0 large enough so 
that the image off H is contained in components of (BoO)H corresponding to some family of 
virtual H-representations vi = [Vi] - [IWGmR] E IRO(H) (1 < i < k), and such that each 
irreducible H-representation occurs in each Vi with multiplicity at least n. Thus, the image of 
any connected component of XH lies in one of the components (Boo),:, which is in the 
image of (Bo O(mn * d)):; and the inclusion of those components is n-connected by Proposi- 
tion A2(c). Hence, if we set m = max{ma 1 H E G}, then f: X + Boo factors through 
BcO(~)- 0 
Divisible and quasidivisible subgroups 
The purpose of the following two lemmas is to set up some notation and results to work 
with cohomology and K-theory groups of countably infinite CW complexes. Hence, we 
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concentrate on the class of what we call 99%groups (“pro-finitely generated”): abelian 
groups which are products of the form @(Ml) x&‘(Mf), where Mi and M! are two 
inverse systems of finitely generated abelian groups. We first note that the l&l factor is 
divisible (i.e. n-divisible for all n > 0). 
LEMMA A4 Fix a sequence ( ... + Mz + MI + M,) of abelian groups. Then for any 
n > O,l&’ (Mi) is n-divisible if Mi/nMi isJinite for all i. In particular, if the Mi are allfinitely 
generated, then @ (ML) is divisible, and hence injective. 
Proof Since li$ is right exact, the sequence 
lim’ (Mi) 2 lim’ (Mi) - lim’ (Mi/nMi) + 0 
- - - 
I i I 
is exact for all n > 0, and li$ (Mi/nMi) = 0 if the Mi/nMi are finite. SO l@’ (Mi) is 
n-divisible in this case. Cl 
For any abelian group A, we define qdiv(A) to be the smallest possible kernel of 
a homomorphism from A to a product of copies of Z. Clearly, all elements in A which are 
infinitely p-divisible for any prime p are contained in qdiv(A). So by Lemma A4, if 
A = I& (Mi) x !im’ (Mf) where Mi and Mf are inverse systems of finitely generated abelian 
groups, then qdiv(A) = &I (tors(Mi)) xz (M!). 
LEMMA 5 If X is a countable C W complex, and if h * is any (representable) cohomology 
theory such that hkt) isfiniteeted for all i, then h’(X) is a 99’3%group for all i. In 
particular, I?(X), KO(X), and KSp(X) are all 99%groups. Furthermore, the following hold 
for any 9’95%group A: 
(a) If x E A is divisible, i.e. ifx E nA for all n > 0, then x is “sequentially divisible” in that 
for any sequence nI, n2, . . . of positive integers there is a sequence x = x0, x1, x2, . . . in A such 
that nixi = xi_ 1 for all i. Similarly, ifx E A is infinitely p-divisiblefor any prime p, then there is 
asequencex =x0,x1,x2, . . . such that pxi = xi _ 1 for all i. And if nx is infinitely p-divisible for 
any prime p J’ n, then x is also infinitely p-divisible. 
(b) For any n, and any x E qdiv(A), we can write x = C,,, xP, where each xP is inJnitely 
q-divisible for all primes q # p dividing n. 
(c) Zf x E A, and x $2A + qdiv(A), then there is a homomorphism cp : A + Z such that q(x) 
is odd. 
Proof Fix a countable CW complex X, and write X = U z r Xi, where X1 G X2 c 
x3 E ‘.. are finite subcomplexes. Then for any representable cohomology theory h*, there 
is, for each j, a short exact sequence 
0 ------_) lim’ (ij- 1(X,)) --+ h’(X) - lim (h’(Xi)) + 0 
- - 
i i 
where the h’(Xi) and h”jj- ’ (Xi) are all finitely generated. The extension splits, since the first 
term is injective by Lemma A4, and so hj(X) is a 89%group. 
Now assume A is a 99%group, and write A = l$ (Mi) x li& (Mf), where the Mi and 
Mf are all finitely generated. Point (a) follows upon noting that the divisible elements in 
A are precisely those in l@’ (Mf), and that the p-divisible elements (for any prime p) are 
those ins (p’-tors(Mi)) xs (Mf). Point(b) is immediate. Point (c) follows upon noting 
that if x $2A + qdiv(A), then the image of x in some Mi/(tors) is not a multiple of 2. And 
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then there is a homomorphism Mi/(tors) +Z which sends the image of x to an odd 
integer. Cl 
Homotopy and homology groups 
We collect here some miscellaneous lemmas on homotopy and homology groups and 
the Hurewicz map. 
LEMMA 6 All homotopy groups of a countable CW complex are countable. 
Proof The homotopy groups of a finite simply connected complex are finitely generated 
(cf. [6, Corollary X.8.31). The fundamental group of a countable complex is countably 
generated and hence countable. So the homotopy groups of the universal cover of a count- 
able complex are countable direct limits of finitely generated groups, and hence are 
countable. 0 
The following version of the relative Hurewicz theorem is needed in Section 2 when 
constructing spaces and maps. For convenience, when a map f: X + Y is understood, we 
write rr*(Y,X) for n,(Z/,X) (where Z, denotes the mapping cylinder), and similarly for 
H*(Y,X). 
LEMMA l. Fix a prime p and n > 2. Assume that f: X + Y is a map between connected 
complexes such that x1(f) is onto, such that Ker(rr,( f )) is abelian and torsion prime to p, and 
such that Ili( B, X) @I Z(r) = 0 for all i < n. Here, d and ? denote the universal covers. Then 
Ht(Y,X) @ Z(r) = 0 for all i < n, and the Hurewicz map z,(B,.?) @I Z,,,+H,(Y,X;Z,,,) 
is onto. Zl; furthermore, X and Y are finite complexes and Ker(nl( f )) is finite, then 
n,( ?, 2) @I Z!(r) is jnitely generated as a Z,,,[zI(X)]-module. 
(Note that rrl,(y,d) z Im[n2(Y)+rr2(Y,X)], and ni(y,r?) = ni(Y,X) for i > 2. The 
lemma is formulated using ni( 8, X) rather than rri(Y,X) to allow the possibility that 
Q(Y,X) is not abelian.) 
Proof Let F be the homotopy fiber off: X + Y, and let F” be its universal cover (F is 
connected by assumption). Then 
7ri(F”) @ ZcPj E 7ri+ r(Y,X) @ ZtPj = 0 for all 2 < i < n - 1. 
So by the generalized Hurewicz theorem (cf. [6, Theorem X.8.1]), applied to the class of 
torsion abelian groups of order prime to p, 
Hi(F;Z,r,) = 0 for all i < n - 1 and H,_r(F;Z,,,) E 7t,-r(F) @ Zo,). (I) 
Set 
I = 7t2(F,$) 1 Im[?rz(Y)- Q(Y,X) z q(F)] = Ker[rrr(F)- rrr(X)] 
and let P = F/r be the covering of F with fundamental group I-. By Lemma A8 below, 
I- acts trivially on H,(F). If n 2 3, then r is abelian and torsion prime to p, by assumption, 
and the spectral sequence for the fibration F + P + BT gives 
H,(F; Z,,,) g HO(r; H,(R z,,,)) 2 H,& Z,,,). 
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Together with (l), this shows that 
Iii(F) @ ZcP) g Zfi(F;Z,,,) for all i < n - 1 (2) 
whenever i > 2, and this clearly also holds for i = 1. 
Since Hi(F; Z,,,) = 0 = ZZi(F; Z,,,) for i < n - 1 by (1) and (2), the spectral sequence for 
the fibration F + 2 + ? shows that 
Hi( P, x; Z(p)) = 0 for i < n and H,( F, X; Z,,,)) 2 H,_ ,(F; &,,). (3) 
And this together with (2) shows that the p-local Hurewicz homomorphism for the pair 
(y,2) is a composite of isomorphisms: 
K,(~,~)OZ~P,=n,-l(F)~Z~,,~.H,_1(F;E~,,)~.H,(~,X;Z~,,). (4) 
Set K = Ker(ni(f)). By assumption, K is abelian and torsion prime to p. Hence 
H,( F, X/K; Z,,,) g Ho(K;H,( F, d; i&)). Since Hi( 832; iz,,,) = 0 for i < n by (3), the 
spectral sequence for the fibration (9, f/K) -+ (Y, X) -+ Z3q (Y) shows that 
for all i < n. Together with (3) and (4), this shows that Hi( Y, X; Z,,,) = 0 for i < n, and that 
the Hurewicz homomorphism sends nn( ?,z) 0 ZtP) onto H,( Y, X; i&J. 
Now assume that X and Y are finite complexes, and that Ker[rc, (X) -+> x1( Y )] is finite. 
The kernel has order prime to p, by assumption, and so any projective BcP) [nl (Y )]-module 
is also projective as a ZcPJ [x1 (X)]-module. Each term in the relative cellular chain complex 
C, = C,(t,x; Z,,,) is thus a finitely generated projective Zt,,[rrl(X)]-module. Since 
C, has no homology below dimension n, Z, g‘ Ker[C ,, 2 C,_ i ] is a direct summand of 
C, and hence finitely generated. So Zf,( F, 2; Z,,,) = Z,/a(C,+ 1) is also finitely generated 
over &,[a1 (X)]; and is isomorphic to rr,(F,8) @ ZcP) by (4). 0 
It remains to prove the following lemma, which says in particular that the homotopy 
fiber of a map between connected and l-connected spaces is simple. 
LEMMA Ag. Let F + X A Y be a jibration of path connected spaces such that F has 
a universal cover $; and set r = Ker[n,(F) + nl(X)]. Then the translation action of any 
element of r on F” is homotopic to the identity. In particular, r acts trivially on n,(F) and on 
H,(F”). 
Proof: Fix a basepoint x0 E F E X, and set y. =f(xo) E Y. Let y : Z + F be any loop 
(y(O) = y(l) = x0) which represents an element of I, and choose a homotopy G : Z x Z + X 
such that G(t,O) = r(t), and G(t,s) = x0 if s = 1 or t E (0, l}. Then [fo G] E Q(Y), and 
Wf” Gl) = Crl- 
Define a = fo G 0 proj : F x Z x Z -+ B. By the homotopy lifting property for the fibration, 
there exists a map A:FxZxZ+X such that A(x,t,s)=x if s= 1 or tE{O,l). Let 
8: F x Z + F be the map B(x, t) = A(x, t,O). Then /I(-,O) = /I(-, 1) = IdF, and so /? can be 
lifted to a unique homotopy p: P x Z + F” such that fi(-,O) = Id. Also, the loop B(xo,-) is 
homotopic to y by construction, so &-, 1) is the covering transformation induced by y, and 
is thus homotopic to the identity. cl 
The next lemma is much more technical. It is needed in the proof of Theorem 0.1, to 
handle fixed point sets not of finite homotopy type. 
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LEMMA A9. Fix n > 0, and let B be a connected H-space with the property that 
(Z/n) 8 [CK, B] is finite for any finite CW complex K. Let X be a countable finite 
dimensional complex, and let f: X + B be a map which is nullhomotopic on all finite subcom- 
plexes of X. Then f factors as a composite X c, X A B, for some countable jinite 
dimensional Z/n-acyclic complex X 2 X. 
Proof: Write X = u z 1 Xi, where X1 c X2 G X3 c . . . are all finite subcomplexes. By 
assumption, [f ] E [X, B] lies in the image of the first term in the short exact sequence 
0 + l@’ [ X(Xi), B] + [X,B]+!im[Xi,B]-0. 
By Lemma A4, the group l@ [22(X,), B] is n-divisible, and so there is a sequence of maps 
f =fo,f1,f2, . . . . X --) B such that n. [fi] = [fi- I] for each i. Hence f factors as a composite 
X---+fi---+B 3 
where 8 is the homotopy inverse limit of the sequence ( ... ‘11, B 4 B 2 B). 
We next claim that fi is E/n-acyclic. To see this, note that each map B ‘1, B induces 
multiplication by n in homotopy groups, and so all homotopy groups of i are uniquely 
n-divisible. Hence, via spectral sequences for the fibrations, it will suffice to show that 
fi,(K(M, i); H/n) = 0 for all i 2 1 and all Z[l/n]-modules M. It suffices (by taking direct 
limits) to show this for finitely generated M; and hence for M = Z[l/n] and M finite of 
order prime to n. The latter case is clear. When M = Z[l/n], then K(M, 1) is a 72 [l/n]- 
Moore space (and hence Z/n-acyclic); and its deloopings are seen to be Z/n-acyclic using the 
usual spectral sequences. 
It remains to show that?extends to a countable finite dimensional Z/n-acyclic complex 
X 2 X. To see this, first replace fi by a CW complex (of the same weak homotopy type) 
which contains X as a subcomplex. Since homology is supported by finite complexes, there 
isasequenceX=XOGX1EX2c... of countable subcomplexes of 6 such that each 
inclusion Xi_ r c Xi is trivial in Z/n-homology. Set X, = u ,p”= 1 Xi. Then X, is countable 
and E/n-acyclic, but need not be finite dimensional. Set d = dim(X), and consider the free 
abelian group Bd(Xm) dgf Ker[Hd((Xm)(“)) + Hd(Xm)]. Every element in BI(Xm) is in the 
image of the Hurewicz homomorphism for (X,) (d) So there is a (d + l)-dimensional . 
complex X with the same d-skeleton as X, , such that the inclusion Xcd) c X, extends to 
X, and such that Hi(X) E Hi(X,) for i < d and Hi(X) = 0 for i > d. Then R*(X) is 
uniquely n-divisible, so X is Z/n-acyclic, and we are done. Cl 
Projective and stably free homology of G-complexes 
The following lemma is basically taken from [ 131, although not stated there explicitly. 
LEMMA lO. Let G be anyfinite group, and letf: X + Y be a map between countableJinite 
dimensional G-complexes. Set n = max{dim(X),dim( Y )}. Assume, for some prime p, that 
E?i(Z,, X; Fp) = 0 for all i < n, and thatfP: Xp -+ Yp is an Fp,-homology equivalence for all 
p-subgroups 1 # P E G. Then H, + r (Z,, X; FP) is projective as an lF,,[G]-module, and hence is 
stably free as a countably generated Er,[G]-module. If, in addition, X and Y are finite 
complexes, and x(X n) = x( Y n) for any cyclic subgroup 1 # H E G of order prime to p, then 
H, + r (Z,, X; FJ is a free Fr[G]-module. 
Proof: By replacing Y with the mapping cone off, we can assume that X is a point (and 
dim(Y) < n + 1). Throughout the proof, for any subcomplex Y’ E Y, we let C,(Y, Y’; FJ 
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denote the cellular chain complex of (Y, Y ‘): the complex whose nth degree term is the free 
5p-module with one generator for each n-cell in Y not in Y ‘. 
Fix a Sylow p-subgroup S 5 G, and let Y, be the union of the fixed point sets Yp taken 
over all nontrivial subgroups 1 # P E S. Then Y, is a union of If,-acyclic subcomplexes such 
that all intersections are also ffp,-acyclic. Hence Y, is itself Fp-acyclic (seen using 
Mayer-Vietoris sequences). We thus get an exact sequence 
and each term Ci( Y, Y,; lFp) is free as an FJS]-module since S acts freely on Y \ Y,. Thus, 
H,+ i (Y; FJ is stably free as an FJS]-module; and hence is projective as an F,[G]-module 
(cf. [21, Corollary 2.4 and Proposition 4.81). And by the “Eilenberg swindle”, any countably 
generated projective module M is stably free in the category of countably generated 
modules: we can write M 0 N z F for some countably generated free module F, and then 
M@F”rMO(N@M)@(NQ3M)@ ... g(MON)@(M@N)@ ... EF”. 
Assume now that X and Y are finite complexes, and that x( Y H, = 1 for any cyclic 
subgroup 1 # H E G of order prime to p. We want to show that H, + I (Y; FJ is lFp [G]-free. 
In general, by [23, Section 16.11, two projective lFp[G]-modules MI and M2 are isomorphic 
if and only if [Ml] = [M2] E RFP(G) (the representation ring of all finitely generated 
lFp,CG]-modules modulo short exact sequences). By [23, Section 18.21, this is the case if and 
only if MI and M2 have the same modular character, where the modular character of an 
Ep[G]-module is a complex-valued function defined on the set of elements of G of order 
prime to p. Thus, a projective lF,,[G]-module M is free if and only if M z (lFr[G])” for 
s = rkFp(MG), if and only if Ml” z (ffr[G])’ for I = rkFp(M), if and only if M is free as 
a lF,,[H]-module for each cyclic subgroup H c G of order prime to p. And for any such H, 
since x( Y K, = 1 for all 1 # K E H by assumption, a count of the numbers of H-orbits of 
cells in Y shows that in REP(H), 
(-l)“[H,+l(Y;Fp)] = i (-l)‘[Ci(Y,pt;Fp)] = 0 (mod(free)). 
i=O 
0 
The next lemma provides an analogous result for integral homology. 
LEMMA Al 1. Let G be anyfinite group, and let f : X + Y be a map between countablejnite 
dimensional G-complexes. Set n = max{dim(X), dim( Y )}. Assume that E?i(Z,, X; 72) = Ofor 
all i < n, and that fp : Xp --+ Yp is an EP-homology equivalence for all primes p 11 GI and all 
p-subgroups 1 # P E G. Then H,, 1 (Z,, X; Z) is Z [G]-projective, and hence is stably free as 
a countably generated Z[G]-module. If in addition X and Y are finite complexes, and 
x(X*) = x( Y n) for all 1 # H E G, then there is a$nite G-complex T such that T H = pt for 
all H c G not of prime power order, and such that for some d, T is (d - l)-connected and 
I?,(T;Z) = H,(T;Z) E H,+,(Z,-,X;Z) as Z[G]-modules. 
Proof: By Lemma AlO, H,, ,(Z,,X; Fp) = Z/p 0 H,+ i(Z,,X) is F,,[G]-projective for 
all primes p 11 Gl. Also, H, + I (Z,,X;E) is Z-free, since dim(Zf) = n + 1. In particular, 
H,, ,(Z,, X; E) is G-cohomologically trivial; and hence is Z[G]-projective by Rim’s the- 
orem [21, Theorem 4.111. And by the “Eilenberg swindle” again, this implies that 
H,+ i (Z,, X; Z) is Z [G]-stably free in the category of countably generated Z [G]-modules. 
Now assume that X and Y are finite complexes. Let C, denote the mapping cone of 
f: X + Y, so H,+ ,(C,) z H,, ,(Z,, X) is Z[G]-projective. Let CT9 be the set of elements 
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x E C, whose isotropy subgroup G, does not have prime power order. Then x((C,““)~) = 1 
for all H s G (since x(XH) = x(YH) when H # 1, and all free orbits have been removed). 
Hence, by [ 14, Proposition 51, there is a finite contractible G-complex Z 2 CT@ such that 
all isotropy subgroups of Z \ CT have prime power order. By [ 14, Lemma 111, applied to 
the inclusion Z c Zu,-~~ C,, there exists a finite contractible G-complex Z’ 2 C, such that 
all isotropy subgroups of Z’ \C, have prime power order. If we now set T = Z//C,, 
then T N Z(C,) (nonequivariantly); and so T is (n + l)-connected and I?,(T) = 
K+,(T) z K+,(Z,,X). 
Since this last argument is rather indirect, we now outline a more direct argument o 
help explain what is really going on. The details are similar to those used in [13, Section 33 
to study fixed point sets. For any G-complex X, X MY E X denotes the union of fixed point 
sets of subgroups not of prime power order. A finite G-complex X will be called simple if 
x (XH) = 1 for all H s G. A finite G-complex X will be called a G-resolution if X is 
n-dimensional and (n - l)-connected for some n, and H,(X) is Z[G]-projective. For 
any G-resolution X, set ye(X) = (- l)“[H,(X)] E &,(iZ [G]) (n = dim(X)). Let a,(G) c 
&,(Z[G]) be the subset of all y&X) for G-resolutions X such that X”” is a point. Using 
direct geometric onstructions, one now shows that g’,(G) is a subgroup, and that there is 
a well-defined function 
I, : {finite simple G-complexes} - &(Z[Gl)/~e(G) 
which sends X to yG(X) for any G-resolution X such that XNKb E XNy. Also, T,(X) 
depends only on the G-homotopy type of X, and I, is additive in the sense that 
&(Y/X) = rG(y)- rG(wf or any pair X E Y. It is now straightforward to show that any 
such function from finite simple G-complexes to an abelian group is trivial. And when 
applied to the mapping cone C, defined above (more precisely, to CT”), this shows that 
Cfh+~(Zr,X)l E We(G). q 
An equivariant hickening theorem 
The procedure for constructing manifolds with smooth G-action, starting with a G- 
vector bundle over a countable finite dimensional G-complex, is based on the following 
equivariant hickening theorem. As has been seen, it provides a good tool when construct- 
ing smooth G-actions on disks and euclidean spaces. In contrast, it cannot be used (at least 
not directly) to construct smooth actions on closed manifolds. 
THEOREM Al2 (Pawalowski). Fix a jinite group G, a countable jinite dimensional G- 
complex X, and a G-vector bundle [ 1 X. Assume that F = XG is given the structure of 
a smooth manifold, and that (< 1 F) G is stably isomorphic to the tangent bundle z(F). Then there 
is a smooth manifold M with smooth G-action, containing X as a G-deformation retract, such 
that MG is difiomorphic to F, and such that T(M)( X is stably G-isomorphic to { (i.e. 
tr(M)IX)Q(J’xX) = t@(WxX)f or some pair of G-representations V and W). If X is 
aJinite G-complex, then M can be chosen to be compact. 
Proof: See [19, Theorems 2.4 and 3.11 (where the result is stated more precisely). The 
idea of the proof is the following. After adding a product bundle to <, we can assume that 
rG _1 F E T(F) @ (iRk x F) for some k; and that 
dim((SJH) > 2=dim(XH) + k and dim((<,)H) - dim((t,)‘H) > dim(XH) 
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for all H s G and all x E XH. Here, (&j.J’H denotes the union of the fixed point sets of 
subgroups of G, strictly containing H. 
Choose G-invariant subcomplexes F = X0 E X1 c X2 5 .*. X, such that X = u y= ,, Xi 
(where N < co), and such that each Xi is obtained from Xi- 1 by attaching one orbit of cells 
G/H x Dj for some H and j. Manifolds MO c MI E M2 c ... are now constructed such 
that for each i, (A4i)G = F, Xi c Mi and (aMi\aF) c (Mi\Xi) are G-deformation retracts, 
and r(Mi) 1 Xi 0 (Rk x Xi) z 5 1 Xi. TO start the procedure, let MO be the disk bundle of 
(5 1 F)/(tG). The induction step is carried out using standard (nonequivariant) embedding 
theorems, and theorems about destabilizing vector bundles and isomorphisms between 
them. The manifold M = uy=, Mi now satisfies the conclusions of the theorem. Cl 
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